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NODE 1: Flat Earthers 

In April 2019, a conference room 
at the Novotel Ellerslie was home 
base for the Auckland Flat Earth 
Conference, a get-together of people 
who believe the earth is a flat disc 
rather than a globe. This was the 
first conference of its kind in New 
Zealand, and attracted local flat 
earthers, prominent international 
figures in the movement and a 
handful of — often incredulous — 
local press.   

Flat earth theory and the supporting 
belief that NASA and governments 
are covering up the “truth” from 
us falls into a category of narrative 
that science writer Mick West calls 
false conspiracy theories. West 
notes that “these theories are 
efforts to explain some event or 
situation by invoking a conspiracy. 
They are theories that are either 
very likely false because they lack 
the significant evidence needed 
to improve over the conventional 
explanation, or are demonstrably 
false.”1 False conspiracy theories are 
often spread and perpetuated via 
online platforms and, as West writes, 
can harm individuals, communities 
and society.2

In artist and photographer John 
Lake’s documentation of the 
conference, To The Ends of The 

(Flat) Earth, there is a series of 
images that particularly fascinate 
us. In one of the images, two men 
populate the centre of the frame. 
One is standing, clutching a globe, 
leaning forward. He wears a dress 
shirt with the sleeves rolled up. 
This is Henry Willis, member of the 
Auckland Astronomical Society, a 
group invited to the conference 
to debate whether the earth is 
flat or spherical. The other man is 
Mark Sargent, prominent flat earth 
advocate and star of the Netflix film 
Behind the Curve. Sargent is sitting, 
unmoved, holding his ground with his 
posture, looking like he’s listening. 
A piece of paper sits in front of him 
with a circular map of the world on 
it. While the two men are ostensibly 

The 
Too-thick 
WorlD
by Antistatic

talking to each other, they are really 
talking past each other, into a void. 
They both purport to present facts, 
which they earnestly hold to be 
true, and the other’s argument will 
unlikely sway them.

The photo shows two people at an 
impasse, unwilling to budge from 
their understanding of the world. 
Somewhere along the line,  
the conventional, demonstrably 
correct explanation fell short of the 
mark for Sargent and the other flat 
earthers, and all that pointing at 
a globe is unlikely to change their 
opinion. How did we get here?  

John Lake, To the Ends of the (Flat) Earth, 2019
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NODE 2: Spiral Space

Sorry, but the Earth is not flat. Then 
again neither is time, although we 
act like it is. The “discovery” of the 
spherical earth is something of a 
flat story, a story in which things 
proceed one after the other, no do-
overs, a single stream of men doing 
things that lead to other things: 
progress. From Copernicus to the 
“one giant leap” of the moon landing, 
flat time comforts us with a sense 
of global unity, birthed from gazing 
at ourselves, our blue marble, from 
afar. To act like time is flat is to be 
ok with the single stream. The flat 
earthers aren’t ok with it: they’re 
in search of life beyond the single 
stream. So are we, but how we look 
and what we find is very different. 

“White time is flat” said artist 
Gabrielle Civil. She dropped this 
statement casually, while she and a 
group of other artists rustled around 
on Zoom getting ready for a recent 
panel discussion, checking sound 
levels and readying notes. It was a 
provocation, extrapolated from her 
work on the non-flatness of Black 
time, that slipped by in the crush 
of the moment, but it stuck with 
us. She may be right: perhaps it’s 
correct to say that “white time” is 
the single linear stream, a heroic 
stream of pee that shoots like an 
arrow through the air, inscribing 
a single narrative of history in its 
wake. Accepting white time — flat 
time — as the global metric means 
tacitly accepting that everything else 
(stories, people, histories, victories, 
devastations) is sloughed off. This 
tradition of singular time and its 
attendant grand forgetting is not  
ok by us, by Gabrielle, or, in fact, 
by the flat earthers and their 
conspiratorial cousins. 

We are looking for a way to 
reconnect to what flat time ignores. 

“The search for the missing subject” 
as Gabrielle puts it, riffing off Bek 
Coogan’s idea of the “missing 
subjects” that loom like a void in 
the deficient pedagogies of the 
conventional, colonially-informed 
schooling system. For Black 
Americans and many others in 
diasporic African communities, the 
search for the missing subject is a 
way to repair the history that was 
destroyed by slavery. This rupture 
was a break in geography — a 
ripping of people from one location 
to another, via the violence of the 
middle passage — and a break 
in temporality, in which whole 
families and communities were 
torn from their embodied histories 
and genealogies. “Transformed 
from the human subject of his own 
culture into the inhuman object of 
the European culture,” as Sylvia 
Wynter wrote. Closer to home, in the 
wake of the rupture of colonialism 
in Aotearoa, the search for the 
missing subject for Māori might 
take many forms, from the learning 
and passing-on of te reo Māori to 
reconnecting to the whakapapa that 
was disavowed and delegitimised by 
the colonial order. 

The search for the missing subject 
is also a search for answers by 
those dispossessed by flat time. 
What happened on this land? Who 
trod this path before me? What 
is the government doing with my 
information? To piece these stories 
back together and uncover histories 
that were lost or erased, the linear 
storytelling techniques of flat time 
may be insufficient. Instead, we turn 
to alternative modalities of story 
and history-making: oral traditions, 
community archives, metaphors and 
alternative futures. Often, these 
stories are built in community, 
developed over time and distributed 
in different ways, via griots and 
quilts, message boards and blog 

posts. Some of the recuperated 
histories are “true,” (in the flat-
history sense, the world of paper 
trails and laws of nature), and are 
created by pulling details from the 
rubble and detritus of archives and 
diaries. Other times, the stories re-
weave new histories or futures that 
are imaginative or metaphorically 
true, or valorise non-dominant 
modes of history-making and future-
thinking that centre the “missing” 
subject and conceptually repair the 
ruptures of flat time.  

The act of digging through the 
discards to piece together a hidden 
history has things in common with 
the production of a (false) conspiracy 
theory, with obsessive newspaper 
clippings and manic red threads — 
from the outside, sometimes these 
practices can look the same. Both 
searchers want an explanation. 
Both require connection-making 
between pieces of information that 
are often scattered and omitted from 
history books. But the two modes 
are different. For those in search of 
the missing subject, the dots must 
be joined because there has been a 
rupture along the way, cutting the 
connection between relational nodes. 
In the case of false conspiracy 
theorists, the connections are more 
tenuous, and the story-building 
works as a Rube Goldberg machine 
that cobbles together a set of 
compelling but dubious datapoints.

NODE 3: Conspiracy  
of the Oppressed  
 
Conspiracy theories can be  
invented, researched or reckoned 
by people with a range of motives. 
Some are developed and shared 
by people with an earnest aim 
to understand the world and 
a particular issue that doesn’t 
seem adequately explained with 
conventional science or reporting. 
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Other times, the alt-right reaches of 
the internet propagate information 
known to be false with the aim of 
spreading far and wide and causing 
harm and further disenfranchisement 
of people. There are also conspiracy 
theories which border into the realm 
of speculative fiction, in which the 
facts of the theory may not be truly 
believed by many, but the underlying 
themes of distrust and anxiety are 
well represented. 

Conspiracy theories thrive in times 
of uncertainty and moments of 
crisis, when people are trying to 
make sense of a seemingly-chaotic 
world.3 When bad things happen, 
it’s our nature to be able to explain 
it and find a reason behind it. 
Conspiracy theories can provide 
compelling explanations at pace to 
help us explain what’s happening in 
the world. The current moment and 
the proliferation of false conspiracy 
theories about Covid-19 is a perfect 
example of how these theories can 
spread at speed. Scientists, experts 
and governments often can’t tell 
a similarly tidy story as quickly, 
due to professional processes and 
the evidence required to make 
assertions, leaving information gaps 
(or data voids) which want to be 
filled. A person making a video on 
YouTube or a post on Reddit is not 
held to any professional standards 
and can weave a narrative that 
can “explain things” and build trust 
through shared values such as 
mutual distrust in authorities and 
people with power.  

Many false conspiracy theories 
involve the actions of governments, 
scientists, people with money and 
power, and the media. And there 
is often a nugget of truth in there 
— governments, corporations, 
mainstream media and experts 
have indeed used positions of power 
to exert control over others or 

perpetuate inequality for hundreds 
of years. Tina Ngata, scholar and 
researcher, says “I understand why 
our whānau are made vulnerable 
to picking up conspiracy theories, 
particularly ones that have to do 
with wanting to wipe people out 
or wanting to take everybody’s 
land, because we’ve actually 
lived that, we’ve had it happen, 
we’ve been surveilled, we’ve been 
criminalised”.4 Ngata goes on to 
point out that it is often people who 
are already marginalised who are 
often disproportionately negatively 
affected by conspiracy theories. 

When it comes to flat earth theory 
specifically, it can be tempting to 
think “so what if people believe 
the world is flat?”. On the surface, 
there might not be many day-to-day 
consequences of a person believing 
in the flat earth. If you dig a little 
deeper beyond the surface story, 
you’ll find a narrative involving the 
actions of untrustworthy authorities 
and powerful people that permeates 
most false conspiracy theories. In 
order to believe that the world is flat 
you also have to believe that vast 
international systems have been set 
up and resources deployed to cover 
up the “truth”. 

This distrust in authorities holds 
true for many other conspiracy 
theories, and can have more direct 
negative impacts. For example, 
political misinformation has been 
found to have “a significant direct 
and indirect impact on democratic 
participation and engagement”,5 
and Covid-19 conspiracy theories 
can have potential health impacts 
like undermining efforts to eliminate 
Covid-19 in New Zealand.6 So, while 
(false) conspiracy theories are aimed 
at people and institutions who may 
not be worthy of trust, it’s the details 
that the people who are telling them 
are getting wrong. And those  

details, woven into elaborate 
conspiracies can cause additional 
harm, often to communities who  
are already marginalised.

NODE 4: The Too-thick World 

In search of texts to help us  
decipher our current malaise, we 
unearthed a piece of pre-digital 
flotsam that prefigures something 
of the manic fact-finding and real-
unreal storymaking of today’s 
moment. Tribulation 99, filmmaker 
Craig Baldwin’s 1991 collage film 
about an alien race landing on our 
planet a millennia ago and taking 
shelter inside the “hollow earth” 
(another popular conspiracy theory), 
before being disturbed by the 1950s 
nuclear tests. The aliens strike back, 
causing a panoply of world historical 
events that the film ties together in  
a kind of Grand Unified Theory  
of Conspiracies. 

In a very purposeful way,  
Tribulation 99 connects real 
conspiracies — like political 
assassinations and the many plots 
to disrupt democratic regimes in 
Latin America — with the imagined 
conspiracies of hollow-earth aliens 
and megalomaniac lizard people 
that provide an imaginative ur-
structure tying together the most 
broad-reaching and unlikely of story 
threads. Unlike the flat-earthers and 
their ilk, Baldwin uses conspiracy 
theory as a storytelling strategy: a 
way to tell the story of real atrocities 
using found scraps and paranoic 
assemblage. The film looks now as 
something of an ur-text of conspiracy 
media, politically aligned with the 
imaginative reconstructive traditions 
of those in search of the missing 
subject, but engaged with the grimy 
and untethered dot-connecting of 
the conspiracy theorist. Sometimes 
the hollow-earth alien is a metaphor 
more powerful than truth. 
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Constructed entirely from found 
footage and old industrial reels, 
Tribulation 99 is a product of dusty 
rummagings through the dregs and 
discarded archives of analog media. 
“There’s already so much there,” 
as Baldwin says.7 As an archivist of 
the “already there,” Baldwin spent 
hour upon hour dredging through 
the leftovers of industrial films and 
lost educational reels, all of which 
bear the traces of age and history 
— dusty reels, smeared fingerprints, 
pre-roll and mysterious title credits 
— to piece together a narrative. 
Layers overlap layers, and time 
periods smash together. The cutting 
and splicing take time and embodied 
labor, and the clearly-historicised 
nature of the film’s fragments tie 
them to the pasts from which they’re 
excised.

Today, as we’re scouring the internet 
for clues, it’s easy to feel like a 
similarly manic archivist, sifting 
through the electronic remnants 
and scattered traces, all of us in the 
digital junkyard together. No need to 
head down to the haunted library to 
wipe the dust from an ancient tome 
— it’s all at the fingertips, sliced 
and diced from whatever material 
history or genealogy it may have 
had, shareable and in fact wanting 
to be shared. The untetheredness 
of digital information — and the 
untetheredness of our bodies from 
the sources of that information —
seem to contribute to our current 
challenges and messes. The ability 
to search and source and combine 
information within the flat plane 
of the screen enables all kinds of 
context collapse, making it unclear 
(at times even to ourselves) 
what kind of storytelling we’re 
participating in. 

When every piece of information 
feels like it’s at hand (although 
of course it’s not — the totalising 

stream of flat time didn’t end even 
though the internet began), we can 
feel like the truth is there for the 
taking, as long as we’re prepared 
to join the dots. But sometimes 
the realities of the world and all 
its material heft are too thick, too 
deep, for the flat earth truthers and 
their co-conspirators. The truths 
are out there, but you need to be 
accountable to the stories you  
build and the materials you use  
in doing so.

NODE 5: The Archive

To reconnect to multilayered time, 
lost stories and missing subjects 
without falling into the kind of 
conspiratorial thinking of the flat 
earthers… can it be done? Yes. But 
we’re going to need some specialised 
tools, and mentorship from those 
that have trod the path before us. 
To learn about history, we turn to 
the archives. But for those excluded 
from the official record, or whose 
artifacts are scattered and stolen, 
what use is the conventional archive 
of the museum, the newspaper, 
the catalogue? These collections, 
produced through colonial practices 
of acquisition and plunder, are not 
necessarily a place where missing 
subjects can find themselves in a 
way that heals and reconnects. But 
there are other ways to create an 
archive, and we can do it ourselves.

Peebls, the motley musical 
collaboration birthed in one of 
Lisi Raskin’s classrooms, makes 
music and images as a form 
of “prefigurative politics” that 
“literally un-form, form again, and 
reform what is already at hand.” 
“Freedom Movement”, their ode to 
the liberatory work of past queer, 
Black, and other leaders and rebels, 
reels off name after name and 
builds a kind of ad-hoc archive that 
reconnects the strewn subterranean 

threads. In its writing, “Freedom 
Movement” produces a history for 
previously missing subjects, an act 
of creative  
ancestor-making. “Every writer 
creates his own precursors” wrote 
Borges. In writing — in singing —
Peebls and fellow subterranean 
archivists “modif[y] our conception 
of the past, as it will modify the 
future” (Borges again).

Alternative archives like the one 
captured and sung in “Freedom 
Movement” insist on recordkeeping 
and the activist adoption of archival 
tools to push back against the 
singular present and linear stream 
of flat time. Along with the litany of 
historical people whose stories are 
resurrected in “Freedom Movement”, 
Peebls maintain a spreadsheet of 
every person mentioned, with notes 
about their lives and stories, and 
sourcing information for the images 
and facts used in the song and its 
video. Pushing back against the 
eternal flat present of the internet, 
where control-c can extract an 
image from its original location and 
control-v can paste it elsewhere, torn 
from its context, Freedom Movement 
insists on metadata, recording 
names and citing sources in a 
process of activist bookkeeping. The 
spreadsheet says “this is where this 
image comes from” or “here’s what 
we can’t forget about our ancestors.” 
This kind of historymaking practice 
helps reconnect the present to the 
forgotten tendrils of its past, and 
builds a jumping off point for a new 
liberatory future.  
 
NODE 6: Reweaving  
the Story-world

Keeping information stuck fast to 
its context as it moves through 
the world can help make sure our 
stories stay intact, situated, and 
historicised. The digital ledger 
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of Peebls’ “Freedom Movement” 
spreadsheet, the still-there credit 
sequence on an excerpted film 
clip, or even a watermark over a 
photo: these different metadata 
modalities allow for a more nuanced, 
and multilayered (even “deep”) 
story to circulate. It also offers 
the opportunity for a trace-back, a 
way for viewers or readers to dig 
back towards the story’s origin. 
Some flickers of this exist already, 
but there’s more to be built. 
Cybersecurity experts have started 
using a similar process to track the 
“traces” and unique features of a 
disinformation campaign back to 
their likely origin, parsing out what 
is malevolent and what is merely 
bizarre, and attempting to staunch 
the dissemination of material that 
sets out to harm. 

The story world in which we exist 
pushes back against attempts at 
historicity. Social platforms invite 
us to share widely and collapse 
context. And building new practices 
is hard, time consuming, especially 
against the grain. So we don’t do 
it alone, we do it in community. 
What is my version of the Peebls’ 
spreadsheet? Maybe I’m concerned 
that my satirical storytelling is 
leaving my community bubble, and 
my shitposting will be taken as truth-
telling. Maybe I need an “alt text for 
jokes,” a way to leave a breadcrumb 
that states my intention, without 
destroying the gag entirely. When 
I snatch and grab images from 
their scattered homes around the 
internet, maybe I embed a thread to 
connect them to their original source 
and their creator, a digital magpie 
leaving a trail for my future self to 

follow home. Building our storytelling 
practices in communities also allows 
us to give due credit to the creators 
of each story node, and arms people 
with information to help them 
disentangle good faith information, 
creative storymaking, and plain old 
conspiracy. Of course, there are 
also situations where people may 
purposely remove metadata from 
images — such as stripping metadata 
from protest photos to protect the 
identity of people depicted — but to 
have the knowledge to search for, 
strip, and create activist metadata  
at our collective disposal could also 
be powerful.

There’s no doubt conspiracies 
have happened — are happening 
—  and that people with power are 
out to get us. There are records 
of politicians in Parliament talking 
about “ingenious methods” of wiping 
out Māori.8 Women in ICE custody 
in the US have been subject to 
unwarranted hysterectomies only 
this year. But these conspiracies 
are seldom as vast in scope or 
geography or even as hidden as 
those who promote fake conspiracies 
may have us believe. No need for 
an intricate connect-the-dots here. 
Wrongdoing often happens in the 
open. And while these stories need 
to be remembered, the stories that 
need to be dredged up like so many 
cockles and riverstones are those 
of the people who were lost in the 
single stream of flat history. Bring 
them up into the light, shining and 
still damp. Say their names. These 
are our treasures. These are our 
histories. The world is round, and  
the ancestors never left. m

1 Mick West, Escaping the Rabbit Hole, 
page 12

2 ibid

3 Daniel Jolley and Pia Lamberty, 
Coronavirus is a breeding ground for 
conspiracy theories – here’s why that’s 
a serious problem, The Conversation, 28 
February 2020. Retrieved 20 September 
2020. https://theconversation.com/
coronavirus-is-a-breeding-ground-for-
conspiracy-theories-heres-why-thats-a-
serious-problem-132489 

4 Tina Ngata, Covid is not a scam, 
Facebook Live Video, 3 August 2020. 
Retrieved 20 September 2020. https://
www.facebook.com/tina.ngata/
videos/10158543915409299 

5 The Workshop, Digital Threats to 
Democracy, May 2019.  https://
static1.squarespace.com/
static/5cbe92fcaf4683f10f6c8de5/t/5cd1
1b2715fcc0b3106d0127/155720785049
7/1.+Digital-Democracy-overall-findings-
report-WEB.pdf 

6 Cate Broughton, Coronavirus: 
‘Dangerous’ Covid-19 conspiracy 
theories on the rise, Stuff, 14 August 
2020. Retrieved 20 September 2020. 
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/
coronavirus/122435979/coronavirus-
dangerous-covid19-conspiracy-theories-
on-the-rise 

7 Patrick Dahl, “‘There’s Already So Much 
There’: Craig Baldwin Punctures the 
Archive,” Screen Slate, 1 March 2019. 
https://www.screenslate.com/articles/86 
Retrieved 20 September 2020. 

8 Tina Ngata, The rise of the Māori MAGA, 
E-Tangata, 9 August 2020. https://e-
tangata.co.nz/comment-and-analysis/the-
rise-of-maori-maga/
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LARPing 
in the Desert of The Real

by John Lake John Lake, To the Ends of the (Flat) Earth, 2019
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In April 2019, at the Novotel Ellerslie conference centre in Auckland, members of New Zealand’s  
“Flat Earth” community gathered to listen to a range  
of speakers presenting evidence for their assertion 
that the Earth, rather than being a globe as put 
forward by Copernicus in the 16th century, is in fact 
both flat and the subject of a massive conspiracy to 
conceal this fact. 

Organised by Adrienne Morrison, administrator of the 
“Flat Earth Auckland NZ” Facebook page, Aotearoa’s 
first Flat Earth conference drew an audience of 50 
or so self-described “researchers”, eager to share 
information and listen to guest speakers including 
Mark (Flat Earth Clues) Sargent, Robbie (Celebrate 
Truth) Davidson and Dave (The Moon Man) Marsh. 

This conference, like others overseas, was part of 
a growing movement of interest in “conspiracy 
theories”, often tied to the rise of internet connectivity 
in the last 20 years and the resulting plurality 
of information sources on the fringes that have 
flourished as trust in the traditional authority of 
science, mainstream media and governments has 
been undermined. In 2016 this reached an apex of 
sorts with the election of Donald Trump as the 45th 
president of the United States of America and the 
dawning of a so-called “post-truth age”.  
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A year on from the 2019 Flat Earth Aotearoa          conference this flip-side reality reached a 
new peak with the arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic 
coalescing, during an election year around 
controversial internet figure Billy Te Kahika and  
the Advance New Zealand/ Public Party alliance. 
Billy’s descent down the “conspiracy rabbit hole” had 
begun during lockdown with a series of Facebook 
live sermons parroting theories about a global cabal 
seizing control of the planet and enslaving  
its population. 

Much of the NZ media went into conniptions over the 
perceived spread of Billy’s new alternative narrative 
with concerted attempts made to challenge and 
contain the contagious spread of misinformation 
through the social body. At a time when PM Adern  
was calling on the “team of 5 million” to work together 
in order to fight the virus, social media was going into 
overdrive with theories concerning the pandemic and 
the government response.  

Like the Flat Earthers I encountered a year before, 
this friction between alternate realities (globe vs. flat/ 
pandemic vs. scamdemic) rests upon a conspiracy 
to obscure the true nature of the world which the 
“theorists” seek to uncover through their research.   

Q: But what if the very reality that the establishment 
works to maintain masks the true nature of a reality 
obscured from us by an internalised ideology that 
resists understanding this Real outside the tools of 
perception it provides us with?

A: I would suggest that the answer in understanding 
this phenomenon lies perhaps in a Lacanian model 
of the Real and in Slavoj Zizek’s application of this 
through a neo-Marxist lens. ‘The Real’ that can 
never be fully understood must be conceived in the 
imaginary and given birth in the Symbolic in order to 
provide a semblance of reality that gives us pleasure 
( jouissance) with. 
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It is this unchallenged neo-libreal economic 
reordering of society in our lifetime that has given 
rise to the “conspiracy theories” espoused by the 
QAnoners, the Covid deniers and the Plandemic 
protestors. The elderly woman wearing rabbit ears and 
holding a QAnon placard and the V for Vendetta mask 
wearing anti-vaxxer may be misinformed nut jobs but 
maybe they are also symptomatic of a wider unease 
brought about by the lack of ideological diversity in 
the political structures of representation.          

convergent political line they have followed over the 
last 35 years. Widely derided in the mainstream media 
as conspiracy theorists manipulated by shadowy right 
wing forces, it’s perhaps more helpful to understand 
their actions as a result of the current Western 
political systems’ inability to address the economic, 
social and environmental concerns held by large 
swathes of their populations. 

The Real in this case being the rise in the post Cold 
War era of an unfettered, globalized capitalism, 
famously expounded by neo-con cheerleader Francis 
Fukuyama in the 1989 essay, The End of History?. To 
paraphrase: what we are experiencing is the death 
of competing ideologies and the ascendance within 
liberal democracy of a technocratic class whose 
purpose is to maintain the status quo system of 
exploitation for the benefit of a global elite. 

To apply this model to the premise of this text: 
“Conspiracy theories represent the inability of neo-
liberal democracy to address The Real”; The Real of 
advanced capitalism as a system of exploitation for the 
benefit of a minority global elite, is obscured through 
the Imaginary (the facade of neo-liberal democracy) 
and takes a semblance of its real form through the 
Symbolic e.g., conspiracy theories such as the Flat 
Earth, the Plandemic.

LARPing in The Desert of The Real

Ten years ago I produced a series of photographic  
works titled, The Rise and Fall of Western 

Cilvilization: Part 1. Teenagers and adults dressed 
in costumes playing out fantasy roles of various 
historical vintage. Weekend warriors in medieval/ 
cowboy/ Call of Duty apparel with the common 
element in all of these being a flirtation ( jouissance) 
with the ultimate Real of death, played out through the 
imaginary and symbolic semblance of Live Action Role 
Play; live - die - respawn.

Observing protesters at the anti-Covid lockdown 
rallies in the lead up to the 2020 election it seemed 
to me that an element of this LARPing culture had 
come into play as part of a new political voice for 
disaffected voters unable to stomach the status quo 
policies of New Zealand’s two main parties and the 
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Back at the Flat Earthers conference in 2019 Eddie 
Alencar, a devotee whose research had led him  

to self-publish a book, 16 Emergency Landings That 
Prove A Flat Earth, explained to me how his world  
view had changed post-2008:

“I think so people are just broken hearted because the 
people that we support turn out not to be what we 

expect them to be. And I understand that. In 2008 I was 
in the US, and everybody had Obama as the hope and 
change, and ended up that he wasn’t, he was just another 
politician. So a lot of people, friends of mine, they became 
more indifferent to elections, or to leaders or political 
leaders. I am one of them. Now that I’m a flat earther,  
I don’t care about who is, I mean, who the candidate is, 
because we don’t trust any of them anymore.” 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + +  N O T   F I N I S H E D  + + + + +
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Gabrielle Civil

S P H E R I C I T Y (or black time is not flat)

∞ ∞ this talk was delivered at the Flat Earth Pedagogies panel ∞ ∞ 

∞ ∞ curated by Raewyn Martyn at Massey University, 

Wellington NZ ,  July 27 2020 ∞ ∞

*

greetings everyone! 

much respect to our alien sage misty paddocks 

the gorgeous raewyn martyn, anonymous, and my fellow pedagogues

my name is gabrielle civil

and it is an honor to be zoomed into aotearoa, new zealand

from the kingdom of  detroit

where your yesterday is now and always happening in BLACK TIME

layered and palimpsested onto the indigenous time

of  the three tribes of  the anishinaabe

the ojibwe, the odawa, and the botawatomi and more

   a 100-foot extension cord coiled around a shell

*

BLACK TIME IS NOT FLAT

*

Black time is a flash back, a flash forward, a déjà vu

let’s see some manifestations of  BLACK TIME

buildings in haiti collapsed after the 2010 earthquake

  me holding a shovel over my face one year later

 dirt and suitcases and video light  

  two years later tangled up in paper 

from cash register rolls near the atlantic ocean 

now tainted paper blowing, extending over a thwarted tree
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a plot of  dirt, a red mirror, African braid hair

then me walking closer and closer back to the waves

 dissolving, releasing, trying to submerge

now the flat glass of  the mirror over my face

covering and reflecting back sky

then next year, my feet back in a mound of  dirt

now encircled by a 100-foot extension cord

(we don’t see the shell yet but it’s there)

THIS IS A POWER LINE

i walk that line / hold the shell in my hands

i stand on a mound of  dirt and harness power lines

coil them around my neck

i balance an old television set on my head.

*

FLAT EARTH PEDAGOGIES

hidden subjects 

*



 as a black feminist performance artist

my practice has to be about embodying concepts in 360 degrees

un/earthing and re/grounding circumference

in BLACK TIME, this is about navigating diaspora loss and grief,

reckoning with catastrophe and retracing bloodlines

this is about regarding and making portals and entering them

 revealing the unseen, remembering, and realizing 

what’s beyond the horizon

When I hold this shell within the spiral of  BLACK TIME

I hold the possibility of  re/generation

un/earthing & re/grounding 

(repeating and changing)

reckoning & grieving

harnessing & relinquishing 

power moving into and out of  the world

*

this re/thinking and re/making is SPHERICITY

 this is a hidden subject 

of  flat earth pedagogy

*

indeed the first lesson of  flat earth pedagogy is that flatness itself  is a lie

 we must RE-COG-NIZE the lies embedded in our naming

 & un-do the very terms attached to our forms 

of  teaching and knowledge and art-making and being

even as we sometimes use those names and forms

*



THIS IS A PORTAL

*

this embodied circularity is mobilized and activated 

through body and breath

so take a minute right now 

close your eyes and take a deep breath

you have arrived at inner and outer space 

you are not settling there, mind you 

* you have not asked permission *

but you are inhaling and exhaling where you are  

*



THIS IS A SCORE

extend your limbs

allow your neck to roll in all directions

allow 

     vibration  landscape 

scale

feel 

          those things   m o v i n g  

in your body

through 

specific                     parts 

of  your body

it could

be your hands                       your tongue

your head, 

your foot, your fingertips

*

THIS COULD CHANGE AS YOU GO

allow your moving to revolve thought

*



     begin with flatness

     make a line
     
     now turn the line into a square

 now turn the square into a circle

 now turn the circle into a sphere

 now turn the sphere into a globe

     now turn the globe into a world

     now turn the world into a spiral

     now turn the spiral into a shell

     now track the trajectory

     from that flatness through 

     the spiral and the shell

*

I am stretching my body across flat power lines

I am spiraling body into space

I am filling this shell with generations

*

     quick as a bunny rabbit

     return to your notebook

     consider what has happened here

     consider your body and your work

     then respond to these questions:

     what is flat? what is spherical? 

     what spirals? what shells?

     what has opened or closed? 

   what has crystallized or emerged?

     how have you marked 

     your own people’s time?



*

THE SHELL IN THE SPIRAL = S P H E R I C I T Y

A CHANNEL OF BLACK TIME

thank you for playing with me

*



Julian Smith

Julian Smith is working on a new video for the Flat Earthers exhibition in 2021, filmed on location at Lawrence Public Library  
in Lawrence, Kansas. http://flatearthers.space/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/julian_smith_01.mp4
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Sojourner Truth abolitionist
A women’s rights advocate
Deeply in alignment with spirit
 
Leslie Feinberg, Stone Butch Blues
Working class a Marxist too
She sparked the modern transgender movement

Emma Goldman, anarchist 
Led World War I draft resistance 
She fought for women’s liberation 

Gloria Anzaldua pride 
Chicana theory far and wide
Feminismx en La Frontera

You and I are standing here
Singing loud speaking clear
On the rug that the ancestors wove for us

All had vision, all were kind
Learn from them, free our minds
We dedicate this to their visions

To change the world is dangerous - but
They stood strong -  brave for us
They knew that no one’s free til we’re all free

And with these leaders, people there
Marching, feeding giving care
Here we come with freedom movement

Grace Lee Boggs was organizing 
Detroit Summer fortified 
The youth movement for freedom and justice
        
Fannie Lou Hamer Freedom Summer, and 
Freedom Farm Cooperative mother, 
Fought to bring power to the people.

Angela Free Angela
A voice for solidarity 
She named our prison industrial complex

Miss Simone hear Ms Simone
Her voice gets wrapped up in my soul
She showed me that my anger was alright

You and I are standing here
Singing loud speaking clear
On the rug that the ancestors wove for us

STRUCTURE: IN THE KEY OF E

FREEDOM 
MOVEMENT

P
E
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All had vision, all were kind
Learn from them, free our minds
We dedicate this to their visions

To change the world is dangerous - but
They stood strong -  brave for us

They knew that no one’s free til we’re all free

And with these leaders, people there
Marching, feeding giving care

Here we come with freedom movement

“Si se puede” Yes we can!
Dolores Huerta fought the man

For fair United Farm Workers’ contracts

Anne Braden she wrote it down
Told white women exactly how

Their privilege and oppression are tangled

Octavia READ Octavia 
A prophet of our present times 

Who transforms difference into power  

Audre Lorde an activist 
a poet, mother, essayist

Said there’s no hierarchy of oppression

You and I are standing here
Singing loud speaking clear

On the rug that the ancestors wove for us

All had vision, all were kind
Learn from them, Free our minds

We dedicate this to their visions

Ma - ny almost lost their lives
To challenge power comes with price

But they just had to keep it moving

All of us are here today
We have a voice, we have a say

Because of those who came before us

To change the world is dangerous
But they stood strong and brave for us

They knew that no one’s free til we’re all free
They knew that no one’s free til we’re all free
They knew that no one’s free til we’re all free
They knew that no one’s free til we’re all free

***

PEEBLS is a collaborative music and art project 
oriented towards producing intersectional feminist 
propaganda music for children of all ages. Peebls 
grew from a classroom setting that served as 
an introduction to stand-point feminism and 
engaged pedagogy starting in the Spring of 2015 
in Philadelphia. These political and ideological 
positions are inherently practice-based, so the group 
employs a prefigurative politics in order to literally 
un-form, form again, and reform what is already at 
hand. This ethic and aesthetic guides everything 
from their approach to creating music, videos and 
costumes, to, the maintenance of their working 
relationships, and their continued unlearning  
of oppressive behaviors and relearning of  
liberatory practices.

The group is composed of artists Joanna Bellettiere, 
Teresa Cervantes, Maia Chao, Filipe de Sousa, Jorge 
Galvan, Maria Leguizamo, Lisi Raskin, Kelsey Skaroff, 
Daniel Stern, and Daniel Zentmeyer. Working from 
Providence, Philadelphia, New York, Miami, and 
Bogota they are motivated by the desire to sneak 
“into the mainframe and rearrange the brain  
of the world and ourselves.”  
 
— Peebls
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Untitled (The Sign that Screams Plantation) by Carris Adams & Fola Fayanjuola



For Flat Earthers, Carris Adams is creating a series of screen prints with an accompanying text written in collaboration with 
writer Fola Fayanjuola. Adams’s prints explore the legibility and illegibility of Plantation signage seen in Houston, TX.
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We need a title 

Do we?

Maybe not. This is me being lazy

Well, at least you didn;t name your 
business after a racist farm

Fola, is this the title?

Yup. I've been thinking 
alot about the pyramids.

What about 
them?

Pyramids were 
built on slave 
labor

Oh fo sho.  So was 
The Coliseum

Is this what is 
happening with 
"Plantation"?

Call a spade a 
spade, dammit

Is the trajectory 
of information 
inevitably then 
misinformation?

Slave owners/mas-
ters or overseers? 
Should we change 
the language because 
people can't own 
people. I need to do 
research but I've 
heard people use 
different language.. .

I’m still trying to 
figure out how to 
answer information 
v.Misinformation 
question. I think 
information 
becomes 
misinformation once 
the misinformation 
becomes beneficialYou know that definition of history 

as lies generally agreed upon

Or that history is written 
by the murderers

"Until the lions have their own 
historians, the history of the 
hunt will always glorify the 
hunter." 
– Chinua Achebe

Always written 
from the gaze 

of the 
victorious. 
There is a 

Chinua Achebe 
quote to that 

effect.

Lemme find it.

BUT THEY DID!

I don't disagree. 
I'm just saying.

People have 
romantic notions 

of slavery and the 
Antebellum South. 

Where can we 
include this idea of 

opulence  in this 
description?

Everyone loves to 
look at feats of 
architecture and 
land but nobody 

wants to think of 
how it became 

that way, or who 
had to lose in the 

process.

What kind of plantations? 
Sugar and Cotton

Do the atrocities 
blur out the 
farther we are 
away from them?

Oooh, good question.



Mr. Sterile Assembly

Seems like 

Every talking head,   spinning clever, sing aloud

Every claim to speak,   tongue in cheek for the ‘silent crowd’

Every point to score,   cue applause, minds and heart

Everything’s black and white simplify to bite-sized parts

Everything’s urgent,   talk it up or talk it down

Everything matters,   despite the facts that facts are known

Everything’s balanced,   depends in fact on who decides

Compassionate gaslight,   say it’s nothing, smile wide

See informed mouthpiece,   fill ears with their junk 

Every trusted mug,    comforts drug, your brain is drunk

Every reused excuse,   add authority, gospel proof

Quick wit behaviour,  Wax subjective with the truth

Every expert’s here,   with loud idea’s got it wrong

Every wise refrain,   on display, now it’s gone

Every balanced point,   Mr Smart you missed the mark

Every shred of good advice  There to prop the oligarch

It’s that thing your breath does when it’s cold

Born from your inner warmth when the Mercury’s low

Coming from your mouth, honest without sound

Here’s something I can trust, your tiny rising cloud

You’ve got a lot to say for someone with not a lot to say

But never let the facts Get in the way.

You say that you know We doubt what’s below

You’ve got a lot to say for someone with not a lot to say

You say that you know  We doubt what’s below

Your hollow show

Hurrē 2
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‘You’ll  never  undo  the  hurt.’  A  Māori  woman’s  
open  letter  to  Don  Brash  
This  letter  was  written  by  Deborah  Mahuta-Coyle.  It  appeared  on  The  Spinoff  on  September  29,  2016.  

Kia  ora  Don,  

When  I  was  11  years  old  I  took  part  in  my  school’s  yearly  speech  competition.  The  topic  was  a  famous  Māori  leader  and  I  had  
decided  to  do  my  speech  on  my  great-great-great-great  grandfather  Kingi  Tawhiao.  

My  Nan  helped  me  write  it  and  when  I  made  it  to  the  finals  I  remember  seeing  her  in  the  audience  with  quiet  tears  running  down  her  
face.  My  cousins  all  came  to  watch.  I  was  wearing  a  hideous  80s  puffer  skirt  that  was  bright  pink;;  I  was  so  short  the  microphone  
was  at  my  nose,  but  I  was  too  scared  to  move  it.  I  remember  all  this  like  it  was  yesterday.  Each  family  with  a  kid  involved  brought  
plates  to  share  at  the  end  of  the  evening.  My  Nan  was  a  pretty  mean  caterer  so  she  brought  enough  chocolate  logs  and  eclairs  to  
feed  the  entire  place.  

That  night  something  happened  that  has  affected  me  ever  since.  My  cousin  and  I  were  standing  in  front  of  the  food  table  with  our  
plates  when  a  couple  of  Pākehā  ladies  came  up  to  us,  turned  their  back  on  me  and  one  of  them  said  to  my  cousin,  “This  is  not  a  
place  where  you  can  just  eat  for  free.  You  have  to  have  brought  food  to  share.  You  people  are  always  making  the  most  of  events  
like  this.”  

Don’t  worry  –  I  rounded  on  the  lady  and  walked  about  pointing  out  all  of  the  food  my  Nan  had  brought.  She  just  said,  “Thank  you,  at  
least  I  know  what  plates  to  avoid.”  My  cousin  did  not  eat  a  thing.  

I’m  now  35  years  old  and  while  that  lady  has  probably  long  forgotten  the  1990  final  of  the  St  Anthony’s  School  speech  competition  
in  Huntly,  her  words  still  hurt  me  to  this  day.  

You  see,  Don,  when  you  talk  about  Māori  privilege,  you  say  you’re  referring  to  the  Treaty,  or  to  water  rights,  or  to  all  these  “special  
privileges”  that  Māori  get  and  other  New  Zealanders  don’t.  But  that’s  just  a  political  veneer.  Underneath  it,  you’re  giving  permission  
for  people  to  say  horrible  things,  to  unleash  prejudice,  to  target  Māori  because  they  are  Māori.  And  thanks  to  you,  people  think  it’s  
all  good  as  long  as  they  use  the  rhetoric  of  tackling  Māori  privilege  that  you  have  happily  constructed  for  them.  

All  Māori  react  to  your  tirades  very  differently.  Some,  like  me,  take  to  social  media  to  tell  you  to  shut  up.  Others  hear  what  you  say  
and  think,  “Here  we  go  again.”  Most  tend  to  cringe  and  wonder  how  many  others  think  the  same  way  as  you.  

Nothing  good  comes  from  sugar-coating  hate  speech.  What  it  tends  to  do  is  linger  in  the  memories  of  those  affected  decades  later.  
Don,  you’re  like  those  ladies  at  my  speech  competition  –  totally  ignorant  of  the  long-lasting  effects  of  your  rude  and  racist  remarks.  
Those  ladies  didn’t  understand  that  from  that  day  on,  I  made  sure  whenever  I’ve  been  asked  to  “bring  a  plate”  I  over  compensated  
–  and  still  ate  nothing.  They  didn’t  know  that  their  words  would  mean  my  cousin  has  refused  to  attend  “Pākehā  events”  ever  since.  
And  that,  to  this  day,  I  still  feel  embarrassed  to  eat  at  social  events  as  somewhere  deep  in  my  consciousness  I  worry  that  people  
will  judge  me  for  it  because  I  am  Māori.  

Don,  you  shouldn’t  say  things  if  you  don’t  understand  the  far  reaching  effects  they  will  have.  You’ll  never  undo  the  hurt  of  Orewa  or  
the  impact  of  your  latest  rant.  Thousands  of  11-year-old  Māori  kids  will  have  their  identities  shaped  by  the  prejudices  you  have  
helped  to  nurture,  legitimise  and  unleash  over  these  past  years.  

And  trust  me:  no  one  is  going  to  forget  what  you  have  said.  People  will  tell  stories  about  you,  Don,  like  I  have  about  those  two  
ladies  from  Huntly  –  to  show  that  the  horrible  things  some  people  say  can  cause  a  lifetime  of  pain.  

Mā  te  wā,  

Deborah  
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Hannah Salmon
To: Nicky Hagar

Nicky Hagar
To: Hannah Salmon

Hannah Salmon
To: Nicky Hagar

Nicky Hagar
To: Hannah Salmon

Hi Nicky,                       Mon, Sep 21, 2020 at 4:17 PM

Hope this email (too) finds you well!

I was wondering whether I might be able to pester you with another couple of questions (if it’s not too much trouble)?

In the lead-up to the election, we’ve witnessed the emergence of several new political parties that pander to conspiracy theorists, 
the most prominent being the Public Party/Advance NZ. I was wondering whether you thought the Public Party/Advance NZ (and 
people like Billy Te Kahika Jr and Jami-Lee Ross) pose a credible threat to democratic process and access to reliable information? 

We’ve also got the Outdoors Party, Vision NZ and New Conservatives all peddling a mixture of anti-UN, anti-lockdown, anti-1080, 
anti-5G sentiment. Do you have thoughts as to why we’re seeing such a proliferation of parties pushing conspiracy theories?

Thanks again for your time!

Hannah
                                                                                                                                                

Hi Hannah,                         Tue, Sep 22, 2020 at 6:50 PM

Good to hear from you.

I think the current conspiracy groups are bad for democracy but luckily they are still small enough that they aren’t a big threat here 
in New Zealand.

Why is this happening? There are big things going on. Some is a misguided reaction to legitimate concerns about people in 
authority not telling the truth (although not noticing when people in authority do tell the truth, as in the excellent fact-based 
covid response). But the main problem is social media and the Internet encouraging ordinary skepticism to become fiercely-held 
conspiracy theories. One of the biggest defences of democracy is mass media, which (while imperfect) have standards of accuracy 
and balance, and most important which allow most people to hear each other’s views. If people detach from mass news media 
and replace them with social media, they can be fed more and more messages that are disconnected from open debate, fact and 
testing of ideas.

Nicky

Kia ora Nicky,                          Tue, Jul 21, 2020 at 9:03 PM

I hope this email finds you well!

I’m in the process of creating new artworks based around the spread of misinformation and disinformation within New Zealand. 
The works are for an exhibition, Flat Earthers: Unpleasant Truths/Comfortable Lies, which brings together several artists from 
around the world and prompts them to explore the themes present in John Lake’s documentation of the Flat Earth conference, 
which took place earlier this year.

The exhibition is currently in the form of a website and there will be a physical exhibition next year. My contribution is a series of 
portraits. The first in the series is Don Brash. I chose Brash because of the racist misinformation that he, and his project, Hobson’s 
Pledge, perpetuate.

I’m getting in touch because I really respect the work that you’ve done to uncover underhanded tactics and manipulation of 
public opinion, and I thought you might have some thoughts regarding other appropriate subjects for the remaining portraits. 
At this point I’m thinking of characters like Cameron Slater and Judith Collins. Do you have thoughts as to who the most harmful 
spreaders of misinformation/disinformation in the current local political landscape are?

I’d love to hear from you if you have a minute.

Nga mihi,
Hannah
                                                                        
                                                             
Hi Hannah,                       Thu, Jul 23, 2020 at 10:36 PM

Yes, Brash totally deserves to be first. And I think Judith Collins, including after the highly suspicious sex scandal yesterday 
morning, thoroughly deserves to be another (chapter 10 of Dirty Politics is on organised sex scandals).  Next I’d suggest Carrick 
Graham (Ch 7 of Dirty Politics, and in the last few days here: https://www.newsroom.co.nz/the-return-of-dirty-politics), as he’s 
a good example of corporate tactics (he was paid to spread misinformation about public health doctors on behalf, apparently, 
of the sugary foods, alcohol and tobacco industries). Cameron Slater was very involved in all this stuff. I was going to say he is 
largely a has-been now and maybe it’s a good thing to ignore him, but maybe it’s worth alerting people who don’t remember him 
that he still does dodgy dirty-politics things. Is this enough?

Good luck. It’s a good project.

Nicky

Kia ora and opinion request :)

http://flatearthers.space/artists/john-lake
http://flatearthers.space/2020/07/to-the-ends-of-the-flat-earth
http://flatearthers.space
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/the-return-of-dirty-politics


Murdoch Stephens

Copernicus 
the Chad 

v 
the virgin  

Flat 
Earthers

Astronomer Copernicus, or Conversations with God, Jan Matejko, 1873, oil on canvas, 225 cm × 315 cm



I can understand, empathise, sympathise with — whatever you want to call that recognition of another’s impulses – a lot of conspiracy theories about global elites. 

I really can! I mean, it wasn’t long ago that people were all massing against the G20. 
I mean, those top-secret meetings were basically a conspiracy of world leaders and 
their corporate minders to make rules that they would sign and then tell us about 
whenever they felt like. They were literally conspiring… or maybe it is better to say 
that every meeting sits on a continuum between open and democratic and closed and 
conspiratorial. We only have to look at the vast (and growing) academic literature 
on conspiracy theories to see that just because you’re paranoid about conspiracies it 
doesn’t mean they’re not conspiring.

Conspiracy theories can look a lot like a critique of power. But far too often these 
critiques are reduced to the personal motives of evil folk, not structural critiques. If 
they’re framed as left wing conspiracies, they’re the left of individual responsibility, 
not solidarity and mutual aid.

h

ONE

The first and last time I talked with a flat earther was in a guesthouse in Romania. He 
was a Ukrainian tech worker who told me that he’d started out with other conspiracy 
theories and kind of cycled through a boom-bust mania of obsessive researching until 
he’d come across this — the flat earth theory — which tied it all together. He spoke 
in a low voice as if he were used to being ridiculed for these ideas. His ideas were 
expressed like a vapor, dashing around like a bad smell or an apparition seeking a 
portal to the afterlife: they hadn’t yet solidified into sure beliefs. They were still too 
fresh… beliefs are settled, mustier. I listened to his rapid-fire description of how he 
got into flat earth theory (YouTube) and I asked clarifying questions designed to show 
I was genuinely open. I think it is called active listening… but even then he sensed the 
distance and knew I was patronising him. 

Flat earthers, like all conspiracy theorists tire me out. Look at 9/11. Yep. Why did 
building seven fall over when nothing hit it? Was it structurally damaged by the falling 
of the other two larger towers? And then it just fell? Or was it demolished because of 
structural damage? Such a patter of questions and, really, I don’t know. Nor do I care. 
Why? Well if the point of positing a conspiracy is to expose the conspirators and stop 
them, then the people who are posited as being behind 9/11 in the US government, 
have done plenty of other things that ought to render us suspicious of them. Much 
better, in my humble opinion, to oppose the Iraq war for it’s blatant imperialist and 
revenge based reasons than by saying it was the end game of some plan where staging 
9/11 would lead to it. This shit makes me tired.

But given we’re here to talk about flat earthers, I thought I’d do my own research 
— conspiracy theorists love that line. Without consulting the flat earthers, I thought 
I’d have a look into the first theorist of our heliocentric world: Nicolaus Copernicus. 
Born in Royal Prussia, 1473; died in Royal Prussia 1543. Bad Ass alpha who not only 
has a feast day and an exoplanet named after him, but his wikipedia page is semi-
protected so even people with a grudge can’t easily vandalise it.
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While the idea that the earth was a sphere originated in Ancient Greece, I’m going 
to focus on the success of the more recent heliocentric theories for two reasons: (1) 
if conspiracy theories are obsessed with ulterior motives — “follow the money, y’all” 
— then it’s probably going to be easier on them if the thinker is closer to our age.  
I mean, who knows what the Ancient Greeks were into, really, other than epic  
verse, wine and a very limited form of democracy?; (2) because putting the sun 
at the centre of the universe also decentres the earth and, subsequently, human 
metaphysical supremacy.

If we aren’t at the centre of the universe, then what the hell is life all about? 
Copernicus did that, gave us that feeling of unbeing in the world. He’s the daddy of 
all the hermeneutics-of-suspicion lads (Freud, Marx, Nietzsche) who have flavoured 
our intellectual life since. Without him and the questioning that followed we wouldn’t 
have these lightweight virgins geeking out on flat earth theories to try to make 
themselves seem edgy. My Ukrainian friend? He’d still be as Orthodox as the rest of 
them and certainly no space for him to roam Eastern Europe as a wide-eyed heretic.

Not only that but Copernicus, like all the mack-daddies from back in the day, was 
what we call a Renaissance man. By Renaissance man I literally mean he was a big 
figure in the renaissance, not that he enjoyed cosplaying dressing up in armour and 
calling women ‘fair wenches’. None of that. The guy was brilliant — a polyglot and 
a polymath — working across maths, astronomy, politics, economics and medicine. 
He’s even got his own very extensive wikipedia page which he didn’t make for himself, 
since he has been dead for 480 years.

Compare that to the virgin flat earthers who we’re supposed to find interesting because 
they speak quickly, have wacky theories and “were once in the PUA community, but 
no longer associate with those guys”.

(PUA stands for Pick Up Artist. I write ‘PUA community’ because it seems more 
interested in homosocial bonding than intimacy and love. It’s a strange basis for 
community but then that’s toxic masculinity for you. One of the most interesting 
things about these PUA adepts is their commitment to a lexicon (over 964 words and 
counting!) that cements their sad-lad routine: “negging” and “chode crystal”.)

Obviously the quantity of sex that a person has doesn’t really matter. And it was, after 
all, incels — taking their cue from PUAs — who cemented the Chad/Alpha vs Virgin/
Beta scenario as the basic dichotomy of being… and not the flat earthers. Sex, a bit 
like enlightenment, is a ratbag measurement scale: be suspicious of anyone who 
boasts of a surfeit of it. It’s a shame psychoanalysis is out of fashion, as the fixations 
of these, mostly young, men would be rich food for Freud.

The thing is though, this is the measurement scale they understand, which affects 
them, and so I feel OK invoking it. I don’t want to patronise the flat earthers like I did 
with my Ukrainian friend: it’s obvious to everyone and refuses the conflict that ought 
to result from their idiocy. What’s the middle ground between telling it like it is and 
not being too harsh on some deeply-deluded people? I don’t know… but if we coddle 
the flat earthers and other conspiracy thinkers into thinking their ideas are somehow 
new or edgy or relevant then we do ourselves a disservice too and prevent them from 
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their own reforms that would see them do something interesting and useful with 
their lives. On I go:

Given the evidence presented before me by the internet, it is stunningly clear that 
Copernicus is a Chad with BDE and the flat earthers are virgins betas. Case closed.

We could take the path of Contrapoints (YouTube link, ya’ll) in empathising with 
incels while also trying to persuade them out of their misogynist death cult. That 
said, it is also worth pointing out that there are major differences between incels and 
flat earthers. Sure, both have their hucksters selling cures and t-shirts. And while 
we’ve seen multiple murder sprees from incels, flat earthers seem far less harmful. 
But as a journalist at the 2019 conference in Auckland noted, and my Ukrainian’s 
friend hinted, there is something about the flat earth theory that feels like the father 
of all conspiracies: if you’ll believe that, then you’re pretty much open to believing 
anything, including the kinds of oddball and narcissistic criticism of feminism that 
propel so much of the inner conspiracies of the masculinist death cults.

So there we have it: Copernicus is amazing. He was a total Chad whose legacy lives 
on and we, in the humanities and arts, ought to focus more on his ideas than on 
the people who find a boring and backwards community hell-bent on buttonholing 
anyone who will lend them their ear. There’s no point debating the conspiracists on 
the level of truth, when what they’re trying to do is assert something that is not at all 
connected to ideas or dialogue. Their assertions are a kind of mutant counter culture, 
delighting in a hackneyed version of opposition to officialdom. It might be a nice 
life to live for a bit, but if they’re after the real challenge… the insane rabbit hole to  
top them all… then they ought to see if they have the courage and patience for 
unfolding the narratives of science and society like Copernicus (who, as I noted earlier,  
is a total Chad and if he were alive today, his very presence would make these 
gentleman shrivel).

h

TWO

Enter no conflict against fanatics unless you can defuse them. Oppose a religion with 
another religion only if your proofs (miracles) are irrefutable or if you can mesh in a 
way that the fanatics accept you as god-inspired. This has long been the barrier to science 
assuming a mantle of divine revelation.  
       — Frank Herbert, Dune.

There is a vast galaxy of life on the continuum from conspiracy theorists (such as 
flat earthers) to the misinformation merchants of much media commentariat: the 
Fox news model and all the struggling trad media that sees that model (Newshub 
and Magic Talk in NZ, for example) as the way to save themselves. But despite these 
differences there is also a phenomena that unites them all: a feeling that conservatism 
has somehow been turned into a radical project. I’m going to unpack this supposition 
in the following pages and try to describe why something that once based itself on not 
progressing too far from the present day is now experimenting with framing itself as 
radical and maligned.
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Traditionally things were a lot clearer: people with conservative values supported the 
status quo and its means of spreading information. Radicals opposed the status quo 
and sought alternative means of spreading information.

For this next section I want to take a concept that has long been in use by conservatives 
and turn it on its head, following the work of Jane Coaston (and that hub of political 
thought, the USA, though just as the flat earth theory has spread internationally, so do 
these theories). The concept is ‘elites’. I am going to use this word in a slightly different 
manner than the conservatives: where they describe the liberal elite, equating the one 
with the other, I am going to draw out a second, sub-category: the dupes, or the normies, 
or the useful idiot/fellow traveller. In proposing a conservative elite, I am pointing to 
not only the financial elite that bankrolls conservative politicians and campaigns, but 
also to the ideological apparatuses of the conservative world: the opinion makers. It 
is better to acknowledge differences in the ranks of conservative and liberal thinkers 
instead of rejecting elitism in total. But by acknowledging elites, don’t think that I am 
also making a prescriptive or normative case for the entrenchment of elites… I am 
describing a current situation, not insisting upon that situation.

As Fred Turner noted, the counterculture has become the mainstream culture via 
the power of cyberculture. The values linking the counterculture to the cyberculture 
and underwriting our digital age are what we can broadly call liberal in both the 
economic and social senses. In the economic sense, the freedom of markets ushered 
in our global age of economic interdependence and diffused responsibility via limited 
governance. While there may not be the kinds of competitive efficiencies opined for 
by libertarians, at least discursively the competition of marketplaces is the singular 
logic, even despite ongoing economic crises. Elite conservatives found that they could 
live with the neo-liberal economic model since it tended to entrench the wealth of 
those who already held economic power (though pivots to BRICS nations may or may 
not prove this in the long run). With that pivot in manufacturing to China, and the 
shift to service industries elsewhere, non-elite conservatives soon found that their 
skills were no longer valued, their jobs no longer existed.

In the social sense, the liberal values of human rights and equality might not have 
received quite the same think-tank backed push, but they remain — I would argue 
— ascendant. Opposition to racism, sexism and homophobia may not have led to 
the erasure of oppression but it is undeniable that as values they are, at worst, paid 
lip service to, and at best, actively challenged. Elite and non-elite conservatives are 
united in their opposition to the representation and recognition of non-patriarchal, 
non-white and non-hetero CIS people. Elite conservatives, however, have centered 
socio-cultural issues as what politics is really about — not economics. These elites have 
convinced non-elite conservatives that the continuing push for gender, race, migrant 
and sex equity is the real enemy, even blaming them for the economic outcomes of 
neoliberalism. 

The acceptance of defeat in the social realm, and the centralisation of that defeat 
in the mindset of the broader conservative movement has led to a gestalt switch: 
instead of feeling like they are the defenders of the present as the status quo, non-elite 
conservatives have confused their economic losses for cultural losses, and crafted a 
culture of grievance around social issues.
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I can understand, empathise, sympathise with – whatever you want to call 
that recognition of another’s impulses – a lot of conspiracy theories about 
global elites. 

I really can! I mean, it wasn’t long ago that people were all massing 
against the G20. I mean, those top-secret meetings were basically a con-
spiracy of world leaders and their corporate minders to make rules that 
they would sign and then tell us about whenever they felt like. They were 
literally conspiring… or maybe it is better to say that every meeting sits 
on a continuum between open and democratic and closed and conspira-
torial. We only have to look at the vast (and growing) academic literature 
on conspiracy theories to see that just because you’re paranoid about 
conspiracies it doesn’t mean they’re not conspiring.

Conspiracy theories can look a lot like a critique of power. But far too 
often these critiques are reduced to the personal motives of evil folk, not 
structural critiques. If they’re framed as left wing conspiracies, they’re the 
left of individual responsibility, not solidarity and mutual aid.

ONE
The first and last time I talked with a flat earther was in a guesthouse in 
Romania. He was a Ukrainian tech worker who told me that he’d started 
out with other conspiracy theories and kind of cycled through a boom-
bust mania of obsessive researching until he’d come across this – the flat 
earth theory – which tied it all together. He spoke in a low voice as if he 
were used to being ridiculed for these ideas. His ideas were expressed like 
a vapor, dashing around like a bad smell or an apparition seeking a portal 
to the afterlife: they hadn’t yet solidified into sure beliefs. They were still 
too fresh… beliefs are settled, mustier. I listened to his rapid-fire descrip-
tion of how he got into flat earth theory (YouTube) and I asked clarify-
ing questions designed to show I was genuinely open. I think it is called 
active listening… but even then he sensed the distance and knew I was 
patronising him. 

Flat earthers, like all conspiracy theorists tire me out. Look at 9/11. Yep. 
Why did building seven fall over when nothing hit it? Was it structurally 
damaged by the falling of the other two larger towers? And then it just 
fell? Or was it demolished because of structural damage? Such a patter of 
questions and, really, I don’t know. Nor do I care. Why? Well if the point 
of positing a conspiracy is to expose the conspirators and stop them, then 
the people who are posited as being behind 9/11 in the US government, 
have done plenty of other things that ought to render us suspicious of 
them. Much better, in my humble opinion, to oppose the Iraq war for 
it’s blatant imperialist and revenge based reasons than by saying it was 
the end game of some plan where staging 9/11 would lead to it. This shit 
makes me tired.

But given we’re here to talk about flat earthers, I thought I’d do my own 
research – conspiracy theorists love that line. Without consulting the flat 
earthers, I thought I’d have a look into the first theorist of our heliocen-

(It’s important, at this point, to note that the split between economic and social issues 
are not so definitive. For example, in some discourses the argument is made that 
social liberalism comes at no economic costs to conservatives and, alternatively, 
that there is no change to social factors as a result of economic liberalism. The kind  
of impossibility of disentangling the social from the economic is nicely wrestled 
with in Nancy Fraser and Alex Honneth’s (2003) discussion of redistribution and 
recognition politics.) 

From the twisting of conservatives away from defending the status quo came this rag-
tag plethora of conspiratory theorists, nut jobs and fantasists. These folk used to have 
a happier home on the left embarrassing the trade unionists and professionals. The 
traditional left did a pretty good job of using materialist analyses to force these people 
to zero in on economic injustices, but the more individualist hippie stuff of the late 
1960s kind of ruined that work.

Back to today: the outsider activists are on the right. Not that they’re very organised. 
Not that they’re necessarily more of a threat than the traditional fascists on the right. 
But this move to the right has created numerous inversions of rhetoric and discourse 
that colour much of contemporary culture, for example, the incel language of alphas 
and betas that I use to structure the first half of this article. To draw out these assertions 
I want to do two things: first, since I have moved to the field of rhetoric and discourse 
analysis, I want to buttress these claims by pointing to the fairly simple sociological 
concepts of strategy and tactics as expressed by Michel De Certeau; second, I want to 
return to my discursive framing of this article - Copernicus as Chad - as a model for a 
left liberal rejection of a rhetorical strategism developed from the first point.

The first part is easy: Michel De Certeau breathed new life into the concepts of 
strategy and tactics in his The Practice of Everyday Life. This new life was found, first, 
by insisting on a kind of temporal and spatial surety that underwrites strategy and, in 
contrast to this, on a spatio-temporal instability behind tactics.

Strategy is the realm of the large, centralised institutions with a hierarchy that requires 
control and direction. Those controls are achieved by overarching direction set by 
senior managers who are a long way away from the people who will take actions in 
the name of the organisation. A strategic plan is supposed to set the direction for an 
institution and the underlings will be judged on how well they implement this plan in 
everyday life, via whatever byzantine apparatuses they exist within.

Tactics, for De Certeau, are romanticised as the form of power for those who are 
outside of these institutions of power and resources. A tactic is not, as in the banal 
analysis, the ways that strategies might be implemented: they are, instead, the fleet-
footed response to the hemming in logic of strategies. While the strategist wears the 
uniform of the company and wields power through the recognition of that institution, 
the tactician hides in everyday sight. The tactician, like the Viet Cong, terrorist and 
flaneur that inspired De Certeau, succeeded by minimising the visibility of their 
actions in time and space. The police follow a strategy; the looters hide among the 
protesters, the protesters hide among the civilians.
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tric world: Nicolaus Copernicus. Born in Royal Prussia, 1473; died in Royal Prussia 
1543. Bad Ass alpha who not only has a feast day and an exoplanet named after him, 
but his wikipedia page is semi-protected so even people with a grudge can’t easily 
vandalise it.

While the idea that the earth was a sphere originated in Ancient Greece, I’m going 
to focus on the success of the more recent heliocentric theories for two reasons: (1) 
if conspiracy theories are obsessed with ulterior motives - “follow the money, y’all” 
- then it’s probably going to be easier on them if the thinker is closer to our age. I 
mean, who knows what the Ancient Greeks were into, really, other than epic verse, 
wine and a very limited form of democracy?; (2) because putting the sun at the cen-
tre of the universe also decentres the earth and, subsequently, human metaphysical 
supremacy.

If we aren’t at the centre of the universe, then what the hell is life all about? Coper-
nicus did that, gave us that feeling of unbeing in the world. He’s the daddy of all the 
hermeneutics-of-suspicion lads (Freud, Marx, Nietzsche) who have flavoured our 
intellectual life since. Without him and the questioning that followed we wouldn’t 
have these lightweight virgins geeking out on flat earth theories to try to make 
themselves seem edgy. My Ukrainian friend? He’d still be as Orthodox as the rest of 
them and certainly no space for him to roam Eastern Europe as a wide-eyed heretic.

Not only that but Copernicus, like all the mack-daddies from back in the day, was 
what we call a Renaissance man. By Renaissance man I literally mean he was a big 
figure in the renaissance, not that he enjoyed cosplaying dressing up in armour and 
calling women ‘fair wenches’. None of that. The guy was brilliant - a polyglot and 
a polymath - working across maths, astronomy, politics, economics and medicine. 
He’s even got his own very extensive wikipedia page which he didn’t make for him-
self, since he has been dead for 480 years.

Compare that to the virgin flat earthers who we’re supposed to find interesting be-
cause they speak quickly, have wacky theories and “were once in the PUA communi-
ty, but no longer associate with those guys”.

(PUA stands for Pick Up Artist. I write ‘PUA community’ because it seems more 
interested in homosocial bonding than intimacy and love. It’s a strange basis for 
community but then that’s toxic masculinity for you. One of the most interesting 
things about these PUA adepts is their commitment to a lexicon (over 964 words 
and counting!) that cements their sad-lad routine: “negging” and “chode crystal”.)

Obviously the quantity of sex that a person has doesn’t really matter. And it was, 
after all, incels that – taking their cue from PUAs – who cemented the Chad/Alpha 
vs Virgin/Beta scenario as the basic dichotomy of being… and not the flat earthers. 
Sex, a bit like enlightenment, is a ratbag measurement scale: be suspicious of any-
one who boasts of a surfeit of it. It’s a shame psychoanalysis is out of fashion, as the 
fixations of these, mostly young, men would be rich food for Freud.

The thing is though, this is the measurement scale they understand, which affects 
them, and so I feel OK invoking it. I don’t want to patronise the flat earthers like I 
did with my Ukrainian friend: it’s obvious to everyone and refuses the conflict that 

While De Certeau focussed on the practices of everyday life, we might extend 
his analysis to the realm of discourses. Kenneth Burke (1966) put his stamp on 
contemporary rhetorical studies by considering language as symbolic action. 
Action includes both the strategic and tactical. By inverting Burke’s  statement — not 
‘language as symbolic action’ but ‘action as symbolic language’ — we can create a space 
to consider tactical and strategic rhetoric. For example, while strategy and tactics can 
be read through the everyday life of the action, as per De Certeau, equally, there can 
be a strategic and tactical approach to the use of language. In short, some discourses 
are insurgent, while others are institutional. And as per my earlier analysis, there 
has been a shift in that which is considered insurgent and that which is considered 
institutional (regardless of the material realities that do or do not underwrite these 
supposed changes).

Stephen Colbert, satirising an elite-conservative opinion maker was not wrong 
when he told the 2006 White House Correspondent dinner that ‘reality has a well-
known liberal bias’. For this essay, I am agreeing that this is how it appears to the 
conservative. They do — in all their extravaganza — see themselves as not only under 
threat, but as having lost the fight for reality. In their loserdom, they have abandoned 
the rhetoric tropes that once defined conservatism and are, in this very moment, 
reduced to tactical sniping against liberalism.

The defeatist language of the incel, the manic hustle of the flat earther and even 
Trump’s experiments with the idea of fake news can all be summarised by this retreat 
to tactical discourse. One realm of thought sees the goal of this tactical sniping to 
be the undermining of the very idea of truth and belief: the discursive equivalent of 
wrestling with the pig and covered in pig shit and the pig liking it. There’s an acuity 
to this observation and an easiness to its assertion. At the same time, the intellectual 
left has been grappling with the same questions of a world outside of moral truths 
for more than a century and that relativism has not exactly undermined people’s 
commitment to all kinds of beliefs.

My framing of this article using the language of the incels against the flat earthers is 
a push back against the idea that liberal ideals have triumphed to such a degree that 
they have replaced the conservative. I, like the dirtbag left, am not particularly keen 
on the institutionalisation of the left into what, in my estimation, presently seems 
to be little more than a third-way defeatism (sometimes with a smile, sometimes 
without). There is value in maintaining a strong oppositional tone within the left and 
not allowing the blazing idiocy of the right to latch onto the idea that they’re the only 
opposition in town. Similarly, liberal discourses ought to be thwarted just as much 
as the incels and the conspiracy theorist. The tepid and solemn verbiage of liberal 
institutions to ‘challenge’, ‘engage’, ‘problematise’ or whatever other once-critical 
terms have been co-opted ought to be mocked. The movement of left-liberalism into a 
sedimented morality — a code more of speaking than of acting — ought to be similarly 
resisted.

So to finish where I began, let us praise him: born in Royal Prussia, 1473; died in 
Royal Prussia, 1543. Bad Ass alpha who not only has a feast day but also an exoplanet 
and a bunch more. To Copernicus!
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Vlad Smolkin, Sad/Man, 1995/2019, stickers on printed paper, 6 x 9 inches



The 
phantom 
of the 
diamond
Rachel O’Neill



Before age seven the earth was flat.

 

My father believed that the world was as level as our kitchen table. 

Later in an act that was a mix of  bribery and consolation, my teacher 

took me aside to set the record straight; my father, he said, was under 

the influence of  a medieval delusion.

The teacher spoke and without pause the earth shot through my 

imagination like a globular diamond. The diamond grew beautiful  

by fragments, all of  them round.

b

On the other hand, having a different take on things wasn’t something 

to be laughed at, my mother said, with the side of  her face I was trying 

to reach.

I had grown up in a home with a letterbox that received upward of   

3000 letters per annum, excluding bills, and I was unable to laugh as 

easily as some about daily correspondence. I would curl in on myself  

at the thought and rattle slightly as if  chilled, and when I made a fuss I 

could see that my mother looked at me as if  I was the reason for loose 

things letting in draught.

My brother described our household’s mammoth propensity for  

written communication as ‘the extended network that can be called 

on to speak father’s name as demonstrating “The Society’s One Body 

and One Mind” at 12 midday Sunday August’. This is what his speech 

therapist loosely repeated to me when I was 12, pulling up her white 

tights from the outside of  her skirt. She had offered to make time for 

me too, though I pointed at my watch, wrapped once around my wrist, 

and smiled at her un-stutteringly.

b

I can hardly recall if  I misheard my father say, ‘The world is flat,  

just as paper isn’t round’. This is the kind of  slant logic that I blissfully 
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absorbed at home as I listened to my father’s speeches and signed letters 

and cards on his behalf, generally addressed to people I had never met, 

who collectively called on my father’s name with an assurance I found 

grossly proprietorial.

On one occasion my mother came in and saw me signing my father’s 

letters and snatched at the pen in my hand and hid all the writing 

implements she could find in the house. When my father came home 

she thrust the lot into his palms and asked him to try getting through 

a juvenile period with hands clogged like that – couldn’t he try to put 

himself  in my shoes? Short of  breath and radiant, she explained my 

child’s complex set of  events and circumstances.

Sometimes my mother reminisces about this period, and I can no  

longer believe it is incidental to the elegant hand I lay on envelopes.

b

Paper is round, the earth is flat – what had I heard my father say? 

What had I buried in the perfection of  handwritten replies, in the slow 

capitalization of  each name? Dear Mr C, Dear Ms Flint, Dear M. M. 

Smithson, Dear Dot. Thank you for your recent letter received on xx 

x xx and your contribution to the () Society and its Annual Appeal for 

Funds…Signed F. E & Co.

All I remember is that, just before the earth was round and dimensional 

as a sphere and the vice of  gravity held the oceans in like the perimeter 

of  an icy white orange, I held the beginnings of  the diamond – if  only 

a mere suspicion of  its wholeness. The earth clunked and burrowed 

and sent eyes across its surface and occasionally deeper, strategically 

burying them. Like other important matters I had to go underground  

in search of  hard granular answers.

b



At the front of  the classroom there was a map on the wall that 

showcased the earth and its shy continents and, in a later part of  my 

memory, tongue-like tectonics.

There are times now when the same feeling rouses in me as when I  

first grew cognisant of  the phantom of  the diamond – which was 

halfway between the flat earth of  my father, before age seven, and the 

round earth of  the world and the classroom and its science aged seven 

and a bit.

For example, when I look at the light halving my mother’s face I almost 

laugh. I laugh as I laughed then, at the beach-ball joke on the map, at 

my different-take-on-the-world father, a man who knew best what was 

and wasn’t flat, and for all the things that I knew and then didn’t know 

– and then forcibly believed plausible again out of  familial loyalty and 

despair.

Now, however, I can choose where to live. I approach the warm side  

of  my mother’s face, which means I have to know myself  as I know  

the round earth from the flat earth. I know myself  sufficiently to have a 

brother, too, and I take pleasure in finding him the perfect birthday card 

each year. I have also gained a friend. Through this friend I have come 

into a group of  friends by way of  association and a ‘trial period’. Not 

quite like coming into literal riches, but almost, and closer to this than 

coming into the metaphorical riches of  ‘what really happened to me  

at age seven’.

In friendship, there is always the prospect of  common ground that  

is made possible by the play of  opposites – for example, Spring comes 

into the Northern Hemisphere and leaves several ravaged bottles 

of  shampoo and conditioner in the Southern Hemisphere. In this 

transitory space somewhere between meridians, less torn than stubborn 

and stretched, I have come to know myself  better than I did.

Better than a boy in a black wooly jersey and jeans and having a brother 

and friends and no real adoption prospects. Better even than a man 
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investing everything in the vague safety of  common ground with a 

mother, a father, a sibling, a teacher and a selection of  thumb-eared 

address books and chewed on pencils. Seven as an age from which 

to live, to begin to live, in the real round world, not as fate but as an 

informed choice, is what some might call a cruel enlightenment.

I am not afraid to confront this revolving game of  inhumanity, even 

as the questionable odds of  childhood continue to shape me from an 

almost freeing distance.

From the age of  seven I had lived my life.

I had lived a life, at least.

I know this as assuredly as I know my own name or recognise it in 

rooms crowded with other names that nip from shoulder to shoulder 

like embarrassment or fleas.

Sometimes I still feel a chill waft toward me from the prostrate rind of  

ice that wrapped around my past life as a boy, fluid but inviolate.

b

I am twenty meters away from my mother today. There is hardly any 

reason to run. Though I do question this, and the thought flies through 

my arm and blathers in my fingers like fireworks.

Luckily, she is determined in this light and ignores my waving hand. 

Her face throws at me a side that looks at me in the dark, and another 

side barely there but for the hint of  light behind a living thing forging 

itself  in the sun.    

b

Text: The phantom of  the diamond by Rachel O’Neill

Images: Romancing the ice (2019) by Rachel O’Neill





SEPARATION 
STRATEGIES

CASSANDRA BARNETT
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Cassandra Barnett, Separation strategies, watercolour paintings  

featuring quotations (from writers and public figures) read online  

during Covid-19 lockdown periods, Aotearoa 2020.One day, like a miracle, it will disappear.

Nā Donald Trump, press conference for Coronavirus task force, 28 Feb 2020,  

as reported here: https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/3/13/21176535/

trumps-worst-statements-coronavirus; also reported on numerous other websites.

n.b. Trump’s actual words were ‘It’s going to disappear.  

One day, it’s like a miracle, it will disappear.’elimination is not a point in time, it is a sustained effort

Nā Jacinda Adern, news conference, 8 June 2020, as reported here: https://www.

reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-newzealand-idUSKBN23F0B5.
disorders that need to be ordered

Nā Hari Ziyad, ‘Black people aren’t resistant to mental health treatment;  

we’re resistant to framing it as a cure’, Black Youth Project (website),  

27 Jan 2020:

http://blackyouthproject.com/black-people-arent-resistant-to-mental-health-

treatment-were-resistant-to-framing-it-as-a-cure/.keep the colors in the lines
Nā Me’shell NdegéOcello, ‘Nova’ (theme tune), Queen Sugar,  

first release September 2016.they refuse to compromise their consciences

John, Hirschauer, ‘In Congress, an Assault on Religious Liberty, in the Name of LGBT 

Rights’, National Review, 5 March 2020: https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/03/

congress-assault-on-religious-liberty-in-the-name-of-lgbt-rights/.
fears which rule our lives and form our silences

Nā Audre Lorde, ‘Poetry is not a luxury’, 1977: https://makinglearning.files.

wordpress.com/2014/01/poetry-is-not-a-luxury-audre-lorde.pdf

flatten and dismember every part of the breathing earth

we have written all these wisdoms down on the page,  

divorcing these many teachings from the living land

Nā David Abram, Becoming Animal: An Earthly Cosmology  

(New York: Vintage, 2010), 281.
a system of thought that has refined itself  

beyond the ability to imagine kinship

Vinson Cunningham, ‘The Argument of “Afropessimism”’, The New Yorker, 13 

July 2020: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/07/20/the-argument-of-

afropessimism
the liberating joy of abolitionist strugglew

Nā Stevie Wilson, ‘Stevie’s Reflections on bell hooks’ Feminism is for Everybody’, 

Abolitionist Study, 15 February 2020: https://abolitioniststudy.wordpress.

com/2020/02/15/stevies-reflections-on-bell-hooks-feminism-is-for-everybody/.
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I spend a lot of time in my closet. 
It’s the only place in the house we 
rent where I can be guaranteed an 
uninterrupted night of sleep, and 
so every evening I unfold a foam 
mattress and make up my bed.  

When I wake I gather my  
books  and notebooks 
around me  to work, 

to learn and then write 
what I am learning. I have 

hung up a thin wall, printed 
with a digital  image of an 

alpine meadow, a valley in the 
midground and snowy peaks at 

back. It is a window I have 

Heather Christle

constructed to make the closet 
larger, and it is a backdrop for  
when I teach poetry through my 
laptop to a grid of rectangular 
students. I shine a bright light 
on myself and cast a shadow  
on the wildflowers, its flatness 
revealing the image’s own.

I am doing it all the wrong way.

Perhaps you know of the 
stereoscope, a device which 
presents each eye with a slightly 
different perspective on the  
same scene. The phenomenon  
of binocular vision works to resolve 
these differences, and in doing  
so produces a sensation of depth,  
of three-dimensionality. If you’ve 
ever looked through a Viewmaster 
and seen a distant landscape appear 
before you, you’ve made use of 
stereoscopic technology.

The stereoscope first rose to  
public prominence during the Great 
Exhibition of 1851, which was held 
in the Crystal Palace, constructed 
for the occasion in London’s Hyde 
Park. Sitting here in my closet I 
put the wrong images together, 
not two slightly different spatial 
perspectives on the same building, 
but one image of the Crystal Palace 
in its youth, the other of it in 
flames. It burned down in 1936. 
The cause was unclear, but some 
have suggested “a small explosion 
in the women’s cloakroom.”

I align the images side by side 
on my phone and slip it into my 
own stereoscope, a product called 
Google Cardboard. My actions 
do not produce depth in terms 
of space, but rather time. It is a 
window I have constructed to  
make my closet larger.

Gardens, 
Portals
Gardens, 
Portals
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A few years ago I began studying 
and writing about Kew Gardens, the 
royal botanic gardens just outside 
London, which served for many 
years as a hub for the extraction, 
study, and distribution of plants 
throughout the British Empire.  
The site is thick with layers of 
history, so thick it sometimes  
seems on the verge of collapse. 
When Jamaica Kincaid—herself  
an expert gardener as well as 
writer, and who grew up in Antigua 
when it was still a British colony—
came to visit, she wrote: 

I was in a country whose  
inhabitants (they call themselves 
subjects, not citizens) do not 
know how to live in the present 
and cannot imagine living in the 
future, they can only live in the 
past, because it, the past, has a 
clear outcome, a winning outcome. 
A subdued nature is part of this 
worldview in which everything  
looks beautiful.1

I was born in the US to an English 
mother, and every other summer 
we returned to visit her home. 
Always I sensed that to travel 

there was to travel back in time 
to her youth, to the history with 
which she was raised. At home I 
read Ladybird books on England’s 
canals, her kings and queens. 
On our trips I sometimes carried 
them with me, working to resolve 
the flat pages with the ruins we 
climbed. Later, as a teenager, when 
I encountered punk it was like 
finding a secret index, a thousand 
tiny portals into the present.

My mother grew up in Kew, just  
a block away from Cumberland 
Gate, an entrance that is closed to 
the public, though in her childhood 
it was not. The gardens themselves 
are open again to a limited number 
of visitors. For months of the 
pandemic they were entirely 
closed. Tickets must be booked 
in advance. On Instagram I watch 
person after person posing by the 
same Palm House door.

Among my books, I read James 
Snead saying that “Cultures differ 
among one another primarily in 
the tenacity with which the ‘cover-
up’ is maintained and the spacing 
and regularity of the intervals 
at which they cease to cover-up, 
granting leeway to those ruptures 

in the illusion of growth which 
most often occur in the déjà-vus 
of exact repetition.”2 I am living 
through an interval in which the 
hegemonic cultures of the two 
nations to which I am tied are 
ceasing—or perhaps failing—to 
cover up that which they would 
prefer to ignore and repeat. Faced 
with such a rupture, or portal,  
says Arundhati Roy:

We can choose to walk through 
it, dragging the carcasses of our 
prejudice and hatred, our avarice, 
our data banks and dead ideas,  
our dead rivers and smoky skies 
behind us, Or we can walk lightly, 
with little luggage, ready to 
imagine another world. And  
ready to fight for it.3

During the months of closing, I saw 
the Kew police warn people against 
traveling to the Gardens. “People 
are coming off the tube to realise 
it’s closed then hanging around 

in groups on our open spaces and 
other private communal gardens,” 
they tweet. On August 23, they say 

“Busy start to the shift. Checked out 

**

**

Archival photographs of Crystal Palace painting/burning



Barn Church and St Luke’s reports 
of drug paraphernalia; Kew Village 

reports of begging; patrol of  
Old Deer Park following antisocial 
behaviour; neighbour issue on Kew 

Rd and then a referral to mental 
health support services.  

Now #TeaBreak.”4

Those who choose to report 
begging to the police in the midst 
of a pandemic are engaging in a 

form of repetition. To see it, I keep 
one eye on Twitter and the other 

on documents from Kew’s archive. 
Then I watch the scenes resolve 

into a rupture in the 
 illusion of growth.

In 1877 three residents of Kew 
Gardens Road complained to the 
police about the behavior of two 
young girls who worked as “tea 
touts” near Cumberland Gate, 

meaning they were responsible 
for attracting customers to private 
tea gardens down the road. The 
residents went on to complain 

to the Gardens’ Director, Joseph 
Dalton Hooker, who’d inherited 

the position from his father.5 The 
residents’ letter was accompanied 

by one from the keeper of 
Cumberland Gate:

 Sir...
I certify to you the complaints  

which are made to me by some of  
the visitors visiting the Gardens, of  
the Girls which stand opposite to 
the Gates soliciting Tea Parties to 
take tea. The visitors complain of 

the annoyance of being followed by  
the Girls too and from the Gardens  

which is a great annoyance.

One of the girls turned out to be 
working for a retired policeman, 
who kept a tea garden on the side. 

Top: Stereographic image of King William’s Temple, Kew Gardens, (probably) 
         from the late 19th century. 

Centre: Heather Christle as a baby with grandparents at King William’s Temple.

Bottom: King William’s Temple with the fallen tree. 
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The other was touting for George 
Richards, an attendant who had 
worked at Kew’s Museum No. 1 for
twenty-two years, and who likewise 
ran a private tea garden at home. 
According to a letter from his boss, 
“when remonstrated with on the 
subject by me, Richards was most 
insolent and insubordinate.” On 
August 7, 1877, Richards was fired. 
No word on the fate of the girls.

I have not always worked in the 
closet. When I last went to visit 
Kew, in October of 2019, I went 
to St. Anne’s Church, where my 
parents were married, where my 
grandmother’s ashes are buried 
and unmarked. Not wanting to 
call attention to myself, when 
the parishioners began to recite 
the Lord’s Prayer I let my voice 
sink into my mother’s accent, let 
the music of the first rhythmic 
language I’d ever memorized 
flow around my head as if I were 
a dropped rock in a river whose 
current never changes.

As I walked back out across the 
green and towards the Gardens’ 
main gate, I recited different lines 
silently to myself, from a poem by 
Jack Spicer: 

when you’ve tried the  
blessed water long
Enough to want to start backward
That’s when the fun starts
Unless you’re a poet or an otter  
or something supernatural
You’ll drown, dear. You’ll drown6

I am waiting to be able to return. 
I want to go in July, as that’s the 
month in which Virginia Woolf  
set her short story, “Kew Gardens.”  
I cannot tell if that will be possible, 
or safe, or responsible. The rates of 
infection here in the state where I 
live have been among the highest  
in the US.

For now I work to call more  
images toward me. Last week a 
postcard arrived from 1912. In it, 
visitors to Kew sit at little outdoor 
tables by the Refreshment Pavilion. 
A waiter stands in a stiff suit with 
a bowtie, the Great Pagoda looms 
up in the distance, and a woman 
in white walks from the right-hand 
margin. She has been walking for 
over 100 years and she has never 
reached her table. The Pavilion 
looks sturdy and permanent.  
A year later a pair of Suffragettes 
burned it to the ground.

1   Jamaica Kincaid, My Garden 
(Book), (New York: Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 1999), 111.

2   James A. Snead, “On Repetition 
in Black Culture,” Black American 
Literature Forum 15, no. 4 (1981): 
147. Accessed September 7, 2020. 
doi:10.2307/2904326.

3   Arundhati Roy, “The Pandemic 
Is a Portal,” Financial Times (April 
3, 2020), https://www.ft.com/
content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-
fcd274e920ca. Accessed September 
7, 2020.

4   Kew Police, Twitter posts, 
March 23, 2020, https://
twitter.com/MPSKew/
status/1242131283955851264?s=20 
and August 23, 2020, https://
twitter.com/MPSKew/
status/1297511911773405186?s=20.

5   A book on the pair, titled The 
Hookers of Kew pays unintentional 
homage to the sex workers who 
could once be found along a path 
called Love Lane, now marked on 
Kew’s map as “Holly Walk.”

6   Jack Spicer, “Any fool can get  
into an ocean” in My Vocabulary  
Did This to Me: The Collected Poetry 
of Jack Spicer, eds. Peter Gizzi  
and Kevin Killian, (Middletown,  
CT: Wesleyan University Press, 
2008), 23.
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An optotype chart, RZSLT, including a character positioned 
upright and another that is rotated--no longer upright.  
These characters of the sun are used to measure the acuity  
of looking, the chart was installed as background image at the 
performance event The Sun Is A Light (Brussels, 2019), named 
after Flat Earth News: SUN IS A LIGHT, 32 MILES ACROSS, 
December 1978.

In The Sun Project (2014-2019), Zhou took a series of 
photographs of the sun, continually increasing the exposing 
time, until the sun itself burned a hole on the film. At the Sun 
Is A Light, the renaming event for The Sun Project, Zhou made 
a renaming ceremony to the project. During the ceremony, he 
gave a brief introduction to the works and shared stories about 
the sun concerning ontological context. 

The new name of The Sun Project becomes an image, a 
logogram, — a character constructed through the idea of  
the sun, a sun at central, a sun above its proper position,  
just like this formula:

日 + 正 = 是

After all, it is not about the representational image of the sun  
anymore, it is about the ‘is’, it is what it is.

* * *
 
Image Info: Installation shot, event documentation
Current Project Title: 
昰  or in alphabet: ʂʐ\U+6630 (Pronounced: shi4 /ʂʐ51/),  
Previous Project Title: The Sun Project (2014-2019)
Object Title: RZSLT ([abbr.] from ri4 zheng4 shi4 li4 tu2)
Event Title: 
The Sun Is A Light-Renaming Event for The Sun Project
Program Name: 
In My Own Backyard Assembly, program by That Might Be Right
Event Address: Level Five, 
Paul Devaux straat 3 Rue Paul Devaux 1000 Brussels, BE
Event Time: 19:00-23:00, 2019/12/14
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So Terry Pratchett was on the right track with his creation Discworld! 
 Drawing attention to the Flat Earth community gives their views oxygen 

but, on the other hand, anaerobic respiration often produces toxic bi-products. 
The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters is the title of an etching by Goya, part of 
the Los Caprichos series made at the end of the 18th century for which the artist 
selected subjects from a multitude of follies and blunders common in every 
civil society. Although the title can be read as a proclamation of the values of 
enlightenment, the entire caption reads: Imagination abandoned by reason produces 
impossible monsters, united with her she is the mother of the arts and the source of 
her wonders. Here spins a coin—one side a retreat into conspiracy theories and 
a desire to believe without assessment, the other an openness to alternative 
viewpoints and creative possibilities. For example: Terry Pratchett on one side 
using fantasy and satire to create insight into human behaviour and society, the 
flat Earth believers on the other, lacking the knowledge or desire to distinguish 
truth from fiction, charting a descent into fear and superstition. Which will 

circle of vision
  Margaret Elliot
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emerge as the dominant force? Can we leave such a critical outcome to chance? 
Maybe we should cheat and have both sides of the coin the same, Terry Pratchett 
on both sides the Flat Earthers excluded. Unfortunately outsider status appears 
to be part of their brand. A remedial course of action proposed by some of the 
scientists appearing in “Beyond the Curve” suggests the scientific community 
could reach out and attempt to engage with this group and other conspiracy 
theorists to show them that science education is not elitist and only for the 
privileged but can be a path to discovery and exploration open to everyone.

It is such an elegant solution—the ocean’s depths, the Earth’s core—enclosed by 
a continuous spherical surface of earth and water. The problems of falling over 
the edge on a giant waterfall or encountering a barrier of ice on the perimeter, 
both eliminated. Would it be worth blasting a couple of leading flat earthers 
into space on the vomit comet? Would they do it? I suspect there are agendas 
at play here other than a search for the truth. I feel the same unease observing 
a gathering of the flat Earth community as when encountering fundamentalist 
religion, conjuring a whiff of smoke, the burning of books or witches — maybe 
also scientists. Has COVID-19 placed humanity at a crossroads:descent back into  
a dark age or the triumph of science and reason? Is the novel Heroes and Villains  
by Angela Carter, set in a post-scientific dark age, a prophetic text? I hope not.



I might have an allergy to flatness. I have always been drawn to depths, open 
spaces, deserts, caves, the sea—places where humans feel small, out of place—
confronted by a geological story much older than ourselves. However, like the 
flat earthers, I have a strange relationship with the truth when I make art. In 
my paintings, I create and conjure an illusion of reality using a flat surface and 
paint, reassembling and recreating these terrible yet fragile spaces that face the 
threat of destruction through climate change, pollution and development. I feel 
a connection with Charles Blomfield obsessively painting images of the Pink and 
White Terraces after their destruction by the Tarawera eruption, the difference 
being that these newer destructive processes are caused by humans and can be 
fixed by humans, or could be, if greed, self-interest and misinformation did not 
dominate our behaviour. The myth of Cassandra comes to mind—Apollo cursed 
her to speak truth but never be believed. Is this to be the fate of science in this  
age of conspiracy theories?

Margaret Elliot and her painting (Circle of Vision, 2020), in the studio at Houghton Bay,  
Te Whanganui-a-Tara, 2020. Margaret’s paintings will be part of the Flat Earthers exhibition  
at The Engine Room in 2021.

p68: Margaret Elliot, City of Coral, 400 x 600 mm, oil on board, 2020
p69: Margaret Elliot, Antarctic Horizon 6,  800 x 900 mm, oil on canvas, 2006



SupFam! If you’re anything like me, you love to 
visit the local Art Galleries and Museums. Nek Minnit 
COVID 19. So, what to do over lockdown? I decided 
to use this time to do some critical research into 
Art, specifically New Zealand art, that’s my fav and 
also where I am from, it’s my home, even when I’m 
outside of my house!? It’s awesome.

Not being able to casually stroll the polished floors 
of the exclusive institutions, looking at the Art and 
thinking at the Art. I instead had to settle for the 
Google search engine, which is chill. I did some 
typing/spelling magic and quickly found out that a guy called Colin McCahon is the most important NZ artist 
eva! However, given that I’m a critical thinker trying to survive a SCAMdemic I would have to add “allegedly” 
to the above assertion. You can’t trust everything  
you read on the internet, not even on the official 
Wikipedia fan page, amirite!? So, I decided to  
“do the research bro.”

by Ben Buchanan

UNLOCKED;
I AM COLIN 

[MY SPIRIT IS TRAPPED 
IN THE PAINTING UNTIL 

CAPITALISM ENDS]
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Turns out some expert people from overseas 

have totally heard of him and that you have 

probably seen his art somewhere even if 

you don’t remember. The guy himself has 

a 1950s dad vibe in the pics I unearthed 

of him. While the Art itself has the vibe of 

seeing things in a super boring Art history 

class, without anything actually happening in 

them and made by someone who can’t even 

draw and doesn’t even care about trying 

to make things look real. I’m sorry if that 

sounds mean, but it’s totally true.

Why should I care about this guy I hear you 

ask? Well, because he has been “canonized” 

which makes him Legit AF. Please excuse 

the Art jargon but being in a “cannon” is 

the best place for an Artist to be. “Cannons” 

are made up fantasy lands invented by 

the liberal elite. I know it’s confusing but 

it kinda makes sense, like the I-Cloud. It’s 

not really anywhere but still exists and 

is somehow important and you need a 

password. All artists who are in the cannon 

are dead, it’s pretty grim stuff. Most have 

been murdered by their patrons for financial 

gain while others have just been slowly killed 

by society in general. Once you are in the 

cannon you can then transform into “subject 

matter” which is a sort of a life blood for a 

vampiric eco system of “writers”, “curators” 

and “collectors” all of whom have somehow 

tricked people into giving them money to

“reference” their “cannons” and “collections”. 
These complex spaces have at times been 
known as “libraries.”

As I scroll through the work of Colin I feel 
sad that he has been trapped in a cannon 
that doesn’t even exist but that also his spirit 
is trapped within the paintings! I can sense 
his spirit or presence in the work. I can feel 
a longing for freedom, and I think of that 
90s house classic “everybody everybody/ set 
me free”. Have you seen that movie “Da Da 
Vinci Code’’? That’s what dafuq is up fam! 
We need to decode this shit to free Colin. 
Numbers, shapes, light, dark, geographical 
reference points, even roman numerals ffs!  

So, who created this cannon and how did 
Colin become trapped in it. To find out I had 
to dig deep into the dark webb, far beyond 
the constraints of the lame stream media, 
hours and hours of research which involved 
listening to deeply unhinged people talking 
about their own minds in a way that projects 
their thoughts into a fantasy/reality. The 
musings of a muddled mind turned fully 
“Matrix”. A Dorito diet superfood! A near 
death Experience, an acid epiphany, A jazz 
musician, a crack addict. It is here in this 
swamp that I discovered the “Oh Really” and 
“Pilchard” families, or put more simply “The 
Overlords”. These are the people who made 
up the canon as a way to maintain their 
power. These are the people who trapped 
Colin in his paintings and a cannon, exactly 
the same thing that Jabba the Hutt did  
to Han Solo. 



Back in 1965 a middle-aged 

Colin entered a logo design 

competition for the “Caltex” 

corporation. He always 

wanted to be a great artist 

and was doing his best to 

follow in the footsteps of his 

hero Andy Warhol, hence 

the interest in commercial 

design opportunities. Very 

unfortunately though, at 

that time, there was no 

internet magic or actual 

design programs, so you 

literally had to make stuff 

up and get it onto a piece of 

paper. Looking back on the 

series of logo options colin 

presented to the Caltex 

Corporation we can see 

how hard he tried. Sadly, 

he can barely pull together 

a straight line. We can 

see the paint on the brush 

clumsily running out as a 

C shape is attempted, and 

instead of using an erasure 

(a sophisticated design tool 

of the era) he just seems to 

carry on painting, making a 

smudgy mess like no one is 

going to notice. Suffice to 

say, he didn’t get the job.  

 

However, this interesting 
exchange did not go 
unnoticed by the Overlords 
of the time (some of whom 
are still alive today).

The Overlords had made 
their wealth by exploiting 
the land and its people. 
The degradation of the 
environment had resulted in 
millions, but some of them 
got tired of turning wetlands 
into sewers and became 
“modernists” instead as an 
attempt to make light of 
the crushing culture that 
benefitted them. Alas tho, 
cos there was a lingering 
guilt. This guilt can be 
sensed in Colins work, his 
epic design failures had a 
strange resonance with the 
lords.

While Colin remained 
frustrated at not being able 
to emulate his hero Andy 
Warhol and land a decent 
job in a design company, 
The Overlords became 
intrigued, their eyes glowing 
green, like Frodo’s sword  

when orcs are near except 
different. Colin’s work was 
depressive and moody, a 
dark land w fuk all people in 
it except a crucified Jesus, 
which to be fair was actually 
an honest expression of 
how dumb and boring it was 
being a NZer last century. 



Ben Buchanan, Cigarettes with Prism 2, 2019.

Ben Buchanan, Plastic Bag with Wand, 2019.
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BASE LEVEL

Viewer is “blind”, VR starts in a black void.

Calibration
• verbal call and response questions
• Sound cues
• Verbal directions for controls

Once controls are identified the player  
progresses to the first level 
Example of calibration : https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=UUEHYb4YgqI 

LEVEL 1

Abstract Protest

• Rain and fog introduced into the black void 
• Sound is introduced chaotic screaming,  

gun fire, smoke grenade, cars
• Helicopter lights (moving spots)
• People running past viewer
• Monologues 

Since we are creating a #mood I definitely think 
that audio will be our best friend in this part either 

Warren Jones

PRISON
RELIGON 
& Campbell Argenzio

are working on a 

new VR game for 

the Flat Earthers 

IRL exhibition. 

Here’s their W-I-P 

toward the game 

outline. You can 

read their ongoing 

email conversation 

about the game 

collaboration at 

flatearthers.space

thinking of traversing through the fog as mental 
fog. We have to decide if ther player is delving 
deep into chaos or coming into clarity. 

LEVEL 2

Grandmas Death

Through the fog viewer enters the back end of my 
childhood home, an open ended recreation. This 
level would portray the idea of loss and or anxiety 
around losing someone. The presented scenario 
takes place at my childhood home recreating the 
events of my grandmother’s death.

Started in my grandmother’s bedroom, at her 
deathbed, they have two options either to make 
their way up the stairs through the house or make 
their way out the garage door. As they make their 
way out of the room the rain subsides.

Hallway

The hallway can have a short passage of 
pictures and floating text accompanied by an 
audio monologue that guides the player down 
the hallway and adds anxiety. Since we’re not 
adhering to reality we can even play with things 
like the hallway gets smaller or if there is a way 
to add some effect to the first person camera that 
could be really interesting as well

Garage/Stairs

Ideally the door leading outside would move you 
to a new “path”. Either entering the door you 
were transported all together to a new set path, 
almost as if you awoke from a dream into another 
dream (lol inception) meaning we are going from 
bottom to top. Or stepping through the door 
was a seamless transition into another “path”, 
meaning we are going from top to bottom. Both 
paths should be accompanied with music and 
audio dialog.

LEVEL 3

(idea)

Entering into a cave, that is very dimly lit.  
I think it would be cool if the cave became 
smaller, slowing the pace of the player  
drastically. (I feel like there are some physics 
controls that could be implemented to slow the 
players movement). As you progress thru the 
cave lights start to dim until you are again in 
darkness. Maybe as the player progresses we 
add in an audio monologue that fades as it gets 
darker. Once dark we blast them with some harsh 
ass noise track or something. (lol)
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Mud Woman

BEK COOGAN

http://flatearthers.space/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/mudwoman_01_FB.mp4


CHARLOTTE 

PARALLEL
“In the studio...making a 

crystalline fantasy flat earth 

where you communicate through 

the frequency of the rocks, 

like a game board, a rap battle 

space, from one side to another.” 



“We of the Flat Earth Society were overjoyed to 

meet Lord Monckton (climate change sceptic, non-

scientist, and former lap dog of Thatcher)!!! 

Finally, someone with as much sense as us; who,  

like us, battles an unfathomably complex conspiracy 

of scientists and governments aiming to befuddle us 

with the black magic of ‘evidence’. Climate Change 

is a hoax, sure as the earth is flat!” 

Research #2: rap rock-to-rap rock

In response to John Lake’s work, 

Charlotte Parallel has been researching 

flat earth rap—rap music made by people 

who believe the earth is flat. She is 

also working on a new sound sculpture 

that uses different channels to relay 

information, to be featured in the IRL 

Flat Earthers exhibition next year. 

Charlotte recently had a Zoom studio 

visit with Indiana-based artist Rachel 

Leah Cohn who has an ongoing interest 

in amateur radio As part of the Flat 

Earthers exhibition, Rachel will 

attempt to send a painting through the 

international airwaves to be received  

in Pōneke Wellington.

Image: Flat_earth_society_Dunedin_4.jpg, by Oil Free Otago, Bell Campanita and Charlotte Parallel, 2013.

The following text was compiled by  

Oil Free Otago group as a protest-action 

response to the national tour by  

climate denier Christopher Monckton:

https://youtu.be/iTj7fbez7UM
https://youtu.be/iTj7fbez7UM
https://youtu.be/iTj7fbez7UM


reading gloria anzaldúa in the shopping mall
 
Waard is an old Dutch expression for a flat landscape within a river area.
 
Only the name of the shopping mall reveals that it’s built on land that was once 
wet and muddy; the water itself has been long gone. The peatlands, with all their 
peculiarities - their unusual chemistry, their mosses and shrubs - and the large 
lake have been drained during the 17th century, transforming the landscape  
into a polder, a tight grid of farmland as far as the eye could see.
 
She looks around.
 
Some shops have disappeared or are rebranded.
 
The plaza in the middle used to have a patio with palm trees. 
 
In this flattest of land, in this one-story shopping mall, surrounded by these 
polders, once palm trees had brightened up the newly built surroundings. 
 
The trees are gone, but the indoor plaza is still there. She orders a coffee and 
places herself strategically, observing the passers-by. They haven’t changed much 
at all, walking behind a stroller or shopping cart with no rush, with expressions  
of great comfort and of feeling at home, gliding past in an endless stream. 
 
The shopping mall still functions as the centre of this town. They don’t play  
the jingle anymore - the slogan she has heard so often, that without setting  
foot here for over a decade, she could hum it regardless.
 
‘Middenwaard, meer dan het winkelen waard / Middle waard,  worth more  
than shopping’
 
She was born on cosmonautics day, a few kilometers away from here.
 
She opens the dog-eared book she has been carrying around for a while. Light  

in the Dark / Luz en lo Oscuro by Chicana scholar Gloria Anzaldúa was written  
(and endlessly re-written) during the last decade of her life. Anzaldúa weaves  

near and further distance
radna rumping

17 march - 10 december 2020



all her thinking together on these pages, a thinking that sprouted from a mestiza 
experience, living in the borderlands between the US and Mexico, and that she 
developed into an intricate philosophy on re-writing identity, spirituality and 
reality. Her writing process is the space for making theory - where she is both 
observer and participant, and looks at herself as subject and object.
 
A recurring concept in Anzaldúa’s writing is nepantla which is a  
Nahuatl word meaning ‘in the middle of it’ or ‘middle’.
 
Nepantla is no calm middle, no centre of comfort. Sure, it could be a physical 
space, but it’s mostly a state of being, where, in Anzaldúa’s words ‘we hang out 
between shifts, trying to make rational sense of this crisis, seeking solace, support, 
appeasement, or some kind of intimate connection. En este lugar we fall into 
chaos, fear of the unknown and are forced to take up the task of self-redefinition.’
 
Muzak is playing.

She looks around.
 
She leaves a bottom of coffee in her cup to stay longer. And then she zooms in  
on the page again. In between the text sits an almost child-like drawing of a swirl; 
a remolino. A swirl is not a calm centre.
 
Muzak is playing.
 
The drawing of the swirl sits on her lap, her index finger traces the line,  
carefully moving inwards.
 
All of a sudden she feels a rupture below her chair. It’s a very discrete one,  
the shopping people surrounding her don’t seem to notice - how cracks start  
to appear in the smooth grey tiles under her feet, how rubble slides over the  
floor when the ground bursts open.
 
She doesn’t know if or when her feet will reach another ground.  
A ground that might be springy or bumpy or mossy or…
 



In the distance the sweet-sour smell of peat is lingering
 
If you move your finger the other way, and trace the swirl outwards,  
you can make a similar move, but then go up.
 
Just try it.

Or: reduce, erase, mold, press a little bit harder, forget, look the other way, 
straighten this world into flatness as hard as you can.
 
You can’t.
 
You’re already in it.

it starts with a crash

On bright days like these, she could spot the figure carrying a large sphere  
on his shoulders from the far distance. For long she had assumed the bronze 
sculpture - that oxidized into a jade green centuries ago - was suffering under  
the weight of the earth. Only recently she learned this figure depicts Atlas, who  
is carrying not a terrestrial globe but a celestial sphere, sentenced by Zeus to  
hold up the heavens for eternity.
 
Skid.

Thud.
                            Freeze frame.
 
An instant ago she was still sitting upright, taking in the familiar contours  
and daily rhythm of the city; the tram line, the crossroad, the backside of the 
palace with its globe sticking out in the sky, the pedestrians and stray pigeons…
 
Now the world was tilted, the horizon became vertical, her cheek  
brushed against the asphalt.
 
Let’s slow down this moment, which didn’t last much longer than a second.



 
The blow was like a cold shower. A snap of a finger to wake up from a haze.
 
It felt unsettling, while there was also a sense of relief. To physically undergo  
a crash affirmed the crash that had been present in her mind for a much longer 
time. This was clearly not a moment to smile, so instead her lips formed a smirk. 
The pleasure of saying ‘I told you so’ to yourself.
 
People rushed towards her, ‘are you all right?’ ‘do you need help?’ She had 
occasionally shouted similar phrases during the morning rush hour when a cyclist 
fell. And now she reacted just as she had seen others do: in denial. ‘No thanks,  
I’m okay.’ Her hands quickly checked her face, the skin of her cheek seemed fine.

It wasn’t until she was about to move on, back on her feet, bicycle in hand,  
that she noticed the holes in her black stockings, and the blood.
 
Maybe just get plasters after all.
 
She finally showed up to the meeting, one of those rare appointments where 
it was completely fine to arrive with a bleeding knee, along with the clumsy 
choreography of holding the knee under the running tap and ripping a piece of  
tea towel into a bandage. Shared laughter as the result of the situation. Here there 
was no need to hide any wounds; the artist she was meeting preferred to share his 
own vulnerabilities in plain sight anyways, no editing.
 
The injured knee. It was no more than a mediocre incident. But now, with  
the wisdom of a year later, it was also a marker; of an end, and a beginning.
 
The year, this disastrous year, did not start on January 1st, 2020, but rather  
on the day of the fall.
 
(You’re already in it)
 
Back then, she did not know who else had seen her knee that day.
 
And how something within had revealed itself.



 
 

a glass universe

How do the stars move?
 
The glass was cool but not cold. Something was brewing in the glass, small 
globules of air let the surface bubble. A copper red had broken into infinite 
particles. She knew that the copper was once a bullet. And that’s why there was 
fire, something burning, something of heat. And that’s why a square glass object 
– a tile, you might say – could become a talisman, glowing with potential.

Glow, and potential, were welcome at this moment. Within a few weeks,  
days of distance had become eerily habitual.

Sometimes there was talk of going back to normal.

Or arriving at a new normal.
 
But normal was a word that made her itchy, too reminiscent of the saying  
that circulated in the flat lands; ‘act normal, that’s crazy enough’.

The glass universe usually rested on an anthracite surface, and only then could 
you see the colors well, from a golden-orange core fanning out to the copper-red 
glow, until the light-grey edges of the square suddenly marked a border. When 
you held the tile up to the sunlight, not the color but the structure became more 
visible, a sea of   small particles with condensation here and there. There was 
a nucleus, similar to the globular clusters of light years away, each containing 
hundreds of thousands of stars orbiting a galactic core. This compact universe  
was a portal to the faraway outside.

At the same time, this compact universe could also flatter against the skin.  
A glass plaster for a wounded knee, as a distraction from picking at scabs because 
time was abundant. Or, closer to the chest, she could hold the object against the 
washed cotton tie-dye t-shirt – brown and red stains, the glass could easily fall 
into it. A universe as a portal inwards.



 
How do the stars move?
 
Her hand stroked the cool surface of the glass universe.

Will you accept this gift?

They were lighthearted about saying goodbye, it wouldn’t be long.
Now it took days, weeks, months.

Glass had become a suspect material. Invisible crowns clung to its  
coolness unnoticed. A smooth surface underscored a constant need to clean. 

But instead of further polishing the glass, she rubbed her dry hands – whose skin 
by now revealed its true landscape, showing an infinite amount of fine lines and 
branches, a delicate quilt – with baby oil. Greasy fingers left their mark.

 

a moment of call and response 
 
There wasn’t much collision these days, we all stayed carefully in orbit.  
Orbits that varied wildly in shape and size: near and further distance moved  
within the same constellation.
 
Near and further distance had found each other. They played around,  
in a continuous jam, back and forth and back again. 
 
There wasn’t much collision, but still: straight through faltering connections, 
lagging video calls, phone conversations full of background noise and hesitant 
outdoor meetups - mass and energy was exchanged.
 
And in this process some stars lit up. They got bigger, showing off a blue glow.
 
‘What are you doing?’
 
‘Oh nothing, I was watching a series.’



 
‘Ah, what kind of series?’
 
‘The most popular series in the universe, it is called: the ceiling.’
 
The outside pushed us inside.
 
And inside, we had to take care of our insides.
 
Insides were no tiny ponds, no way, there was a whole ocean to attend to.
 
An ocean of sandbanks that shifted slowly with the tides. Of seaweed that  
had turned into an impenetrable waving forest where only bright blue fish 
managed to slip through. An ocean full of thoughts that were so gracefully  
and at ease in the water as black sea nettle jellyfish, but did not survive once 
spoken out loud, reaching the surface, shrinking into helpless blobs in the sand.  
A sea of characteristics that had formed over many years, like generations of stony 
coral building a reef. And then there was the deep sea, of which we could only 
see a glimpse glittering in the distance; there the demonic fish with monstrous 
teeth were hiding, sharing the dark waters with some miraculous octopuses  
and mysterious bioluminescent creatures.

It was difficult to reach this ocean, maintenance of the path through the  
dunes had been neglected. But often the sea itself reached out, letting stuff  
wash up the shore, impossible to avoid. And during this beachcombing, this daily 
fishing, observing and tinkering around, occasionally a question could be asked 
again, as in a call, which was sometimes followed by a response, sometimes was 
the result of a response, and sometimes simply remained a call.



How do the stars move? Fast.
What was June Tyson thinking about when stepping out of bed each morning?  
We don’t know much of her, except that her voice is a guiding light.

Sands do you have a tattoo of a small star on your shoulder, and if so, why?  
Yes, it’s my wedding ring.

How does Maria feel about her new ‘room of her own’ in this moment of isolation? 
Pretty good, but she would prefer to exit her own feedback loop.

Are blue straggler stars really that interesting, or just extras filling up  
the lack of a better metaphor? They were extras, please delete.

Who else moves like this - in movement but in constant equal distance  
from each other - no collisions? Bats!

Why is the word for ‘botsingen’ in English and Spanish almost the same, collisions, 
colisiónes? Both stem from the late Latin collisionem; the act of dashing together.

Whose movement is closer to ours - a school of fish or a swarm of mosquitos?  
No answer.

What would Prince do? He would first take a moment, and then do all.

Where can I find the first traces of the word ‘disaster’? In the second half  

of the 16th century in France, referring to an ‘ill-starred event’.

Will you accept this gift? Yes.

What is Simone Weil’s view on friendship and distance? They need each other.

Is friendship a gift? It is.

Am I getting tired of myself? Sometimes.

Laraaji, what do I want (to know) from you? Nothing, but I will listen carefully.

 

from this flattest of land, I report

From this flattest of land, I report.
 
Hello? How is the connection?
 
                                 I heard some glitches but it should be fine now.
 
From this flattest of land, I make a call.
 
                                 Could you move a bit closer to the microphone?
 
From this flattest of land, I look around.
 
From my rijtjeshuis grid,
 
From the shopping mall with new extensions but the same  
background music playing,



 
From this country which partly lies below sea level
 
From this nation whose highest point is not here, but there,  
in the Caribbean, a sleeping volcano on the Island of Saba,
 
From these polders,
 
From this over-organized landscape - a sign explaining your surroundings  
with every step you go,
 
From this stubborn people who seem to believe it will not happen to them,
 
From underneath a blanket of pearl grey clouds,
 
The flattest of horizons, I say: ‘hi.’

	 m
 
Recommended soundtrack
 
Sun Araw - Belomancie, 8:46 
(Belomancie, Sun Ark Records, 2014)

June Tyson & Sun Ra - Theme of the Stargazers, 0:58
(Saturnian Queen of the Sun Ra Arkestra, Modern Harmonic, 2019)

 Geo Wyeth - THE RESPONSE MADE THE CALL, 3:34
(ATM FM, geowyeth.bandcamp.com, 2020)

 Laraaji - All of a Sudden, 8:33
(Vision Songs Vol 1, Numero Group 2018)
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Kathy Barry, Search Engine for her Future Self, series of 12 watercolour and pencil drawings on paper, 720 X 700 mm, 2020



“She went to buy a ticket at the booth in front of the Ferris 
wheel. ‘We’ll  be closing pretty soon, Mademoiselle,’ the 
ticket seller, an old man, told  her…. This will be the last ride. 
One time around and we’re finished.” 

[…] ‘That’s all right. Once is enough,’ Miu replied. She 
brought a ticket  and stepped up on the platform…. Empty 
boxes swung idly through the  air as they revolved as if the 
world itself were fizzling out towards its end.” i 

As the artist sat at the window she was visited by her future self. The  
 machine winds down and  comes to a complete halt. There is silence. 

Then there is a pitch, a sound measuring the frequency  of vibrations from one 
dimension unto another. There is a portal. Later there comes a painting.  Existing 
on a two-dimensional plane is carbon from a pencil, pigment from paint. These 
works  spin: rocking our physical world, orientating a higher plane of existence 
on a piece of watercolour paper. 

The central character in the passage quoted above, from Murakami’s Sputnik 
Sweetheart, gets  trapped on a Ferris wheel. One can visualize a gondola swaying 
on its suspension to a large  radial structure. Like so many of Murakami’s novels 
the moment precipitates a transcendence in space-time. Seated from within 
the gondola — now become an observation capsule — Miu  gazes across the city 
toward the apartment in which she lives. Gazing in through its windows,  with  
the aid of a pair of binoculars, she sees herself in the bedroom. How can she be  
in two places at one and the same time? Both within the gondola capsule and 
across the other side? 

The Ferris wheel is an apt mechanism in parallel to the work of Kathy Barry, 
represented here in her 12 watercolours collectively titled ‘Search Engine for 
her Future Self.’ A Ferris wheel  starts up, rocks slightly forward-and-back on 
its axle, then revs up, reaching its zenith through  ascending gears to revolve at 
full velocity. Designed to excite the human occupant, the Wheel alters gravity’s 

Look ing Beyond 
the Fer r is Wheel :  
‘Sear ch Eng ine f or her Futur e Sel f ’
 
Marcus Moore 
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experience. We feel the lurch in our innards. Ferris amusements thrill us, make 
us  giddy on exhilarating loops, then return us to the place we boarded. As with 
other apparatuses  discovered in his novels, for Murakami the Ferris wheel 
becomes a portal to another spatial temporal plane. Miu sees not herself  
across the city, but her future self, come to visit as portent. 

Peering through the picture glass to the orbiting colours of Kathy Barry’s work —
scanning the labyrinthine of electric blues, hot pinks, burnt orange and emerald 
greens — easily belies the efforts  gone into their production. Hundreds of hours 
of labour equates to hundreds of elongated  rectangles, trapezoids, and triangles 
of various sizes. Each is as a capsule travelling on intersecting radial lines, 
suspended like good exhilarating drugs for the taking. 

Perhaps the account of the works’ aesthetics ought to be slowed down, and, akin 
to a Ferris  wheel turning at speed, braked to descend through gears and come 
back down to earth, for  pause and momentary halt. To settle our equilibrium 
before we start the second ride, and climb  toward an apex of the great  
spinning disk.  

The works’ geometries lift off again, and conversely worm-down deep into the 
two-dimensional plane, a multi-dimensional network going way beyond the 
paper surface, the frames, the glass, and  the room they’re in. These watercolours 
record unseen transmissions from the natural world that  resides outside of the 
narrowband of human perception. As frequency diagrams they work their  effect 
on us to bridge an energetic relationship with our consciousness.ii  What appear 
outwardly  such visible and precise optical diagrams do not immediately yield the 
secrets that their abstract  geometries hold — energies that remain, ironically, 
completely invisible to the eye. Said this way: ‘it  is not things in themselves that 
are important but the transcendental dimensions beyond them.’ iii 

As a transcendental and restorative practice, there is correspondence to a 
pioneering form of  abstract art produced in the early twentieth century, in part 
based on scientific and technological  innovations, though an artform arrived 
at through methods not bound by rational science, and  understood today as 
paradigm shifting.iv The further the time spent onboard with a series of Kathy  
Barry’s work, the more telling the powerful influence their symbols exert and 
represent. That is to  suggest the watercolours hold a mystical agency, attained 
via the subtle universal energies that  intertwine the corporeal, whereby their 
efficacy is itself a form of being. A form of ritual lies  behind these paintings.  
They exist as a passage from her future self, leaving behind an encoded  
intelligence, a complex visual representation as a means for others to navigate. 

As artists before her in the history of even just this world, the propositions in 
Kathy Barry’s  practice wager no conceit, no conspiracy theory, no la la crazy 
land. Aligning the discussion in our  current era of quantum mechanics —  
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the nature of particles that make up matter and the forces with  which they  
interact — this Earth’s based scientific community now list 26 dimensions —  
her work  cannot be taken at all lightly. 

Taking the reader to the text’s close, here is another spinning wheel:  
photographic evidence of the  Event Horizon, a warp on the radial precipice  
of the supermassive black hole in Galaxy Messier  87.v Existing just 55 million  
light years away from Earth, the lurch of gravity is so strong out there that 
nothing emits from within, the velocity required would be equal to the speed  
of light. And so  that a ‘lay’ person can actually make out the whirl in the infinite 
reaches of space, the image is slightly adjusted—a heightening of the curvature 
about an orange fiery glow. 

Making out the depths of her painted surface there is something beyond  
at work. Quite seriously,  quite possibly, a greater good.

      

   

                
i      Murakami, Haruki. ‘The Tale of Miu and the Ferris Wheel’ in Sputnik Sweetheart.  
       Trans. Philip Gabriel. (London: Vintage, 2002). pp. 158-176. 

ii    Lars Bang Larsen discusses universal energy flows in the work of Kathy Barry, “INCERTEZA 
VIVA/Live Uncertainty,’ Fundação  Bienal de São Paulo, Brazil (Exh. cat., 2016, p. 220). 

iii   Anna Maria Bernitz writing on the pioneering contribution of Hilma af Klint to 
abstract art. ‘Hilma af Klint and the New Art of  Seeing’ in A Cultural History of the  
Avant-Garde in the Nordic Countries 1900-1925. Journal of Avant-Garde Critical Studies  
(Vol.  28, 2012): 587-597. 

iv   Kathy Barry has long-standing interests in the work of Hilma af Klint (1862-1944) the  
Swedish spiritual and mystic painter, and  Emma Kunz (1892-1963) Swizz healer and artist. 
Kunz and af Klint received little attention when alive, indeed the latter entrusted her  works 
to her nephew instructing they were not to be shown until twenty years after her death. 
Their delayed critical reception is  evident in exhibitions such as the 2018 retrospective 
Hilma af Klint: Paintings for the Future at New York’s Guggenheim (which drew  huge 
audiences); and Switzerland’s Aargauer Kunsthaus is presenting The Universe of Emma 
Kunz from 23 January 2021 to 24 May  2021. According to de Zegher, the artists’ pioneering 
methods to geometric abstraction was ‘not as formalism, but as a means of  structuring 
philosophical, scientific, and spiritual ideas …crea[ting] diagrammatic drawings of their 
exploration of complex belief  systems and restorative practices.’ See 3 x Abstraction 
(London: Yale University Press, 2005). p. 29. 

v     Taken by the Event Horizon Telescope, April 2018.



Kathy Barry, Origin Earth, series of 12 watercolour and pencil drawings on paper, 720 X 700 mm, 2017-2019

http://flatearthers.space/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Origin-Earth-Kathy_Barry_Sequence_V04.mp4


Nikolai Noel & Matt Shelton 

http://flatearthers.space/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Matt_Nikolai_1_Screen-Recording-2020-12-15-at-7.45.54-PM.mp4


This series of images represents our research into three relatively impossible 
collaborative gestures we will be executing in the coming months: gradually 
filling up a balloon by one of us blowing into it and shipping it to the other; them 
blowing their breath into it, and then returning it to the first breather who then 
repeats the process; drawing real-time portraits of each other from respective 
mountain peaks on different continents; digging a tunnel between the two 
locations through the use of a green screen.

Our research for Flat Earthers grows out of a larger collaborative project. For 
going on nine years, we’ve been asking the question of whether it’s possible to 
assemble a coherent image of the other in one’s own mind. This emerged after 
seeing a large series of Mickalene Thomas’s drawings at Lehman Maupin in Soho 
on a grad school class trip to New York City with visiting faculty Lisi Raskin in 
2011. (Lisi is also a contributor to Flat Earthers.) As soon as we started drawing 
we realised how complicated that proposition of imagining each other was. The 
image of the other in one’s own mind is a provisional, bricolaged image that you 
fashion in an ad hoc manner, as needed, with what you already have in mind. 

How do you create an image of a person that you think you know fairly well, from 
a position that acknowledges a great distance between you? How do you flatten 
that curve? A bent curve view? A flat earth-point view? 

Our starting place might be to go to the highest point in our area in elevation 
and orient ourselves in the direction of the other and draw each other remotely. 
3400ft and 3100ft elevation respectively, a couple of hundred feet distance 
elevation-wise (Nikolai will have to draw up, LOL), a kind of flat earth theory, 
that ignores the lateral/”flateral distance” of something like 2177 miles distance 
between Charlottesville and Port of Spain.

As we tiptoe to the edges of this idea in the coming months, we’re going to be 
sharing images, and images of images, with each other. Some of the images 
of images have made it here, to this post of work in progress. We will also be 
percolating some other experiments, most of which will likely collect as a small 
pile of loose ends that may or may not cohere into a conceptual rope ladder 
down the road.

Nikolai Noel 
& Matt Shelton
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Nikolai Noel & Matt Shelton

http://flatearthers.space/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Matt_Nikolai_2_Screen-Recording-2020-12-15-at-7.52.49-PM.mp4


Nikolai Noel & Matt Shelton

http://flatearthers.space/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Matt_Nikolai_3_Screen-Recording-2020-12-15-at-7.54.25-PM.mp4


Carris Adams is a visual artist whose 
practice visually investigates markers of 
domesticated space. The conceptually multi-
layered works seek to inform and position 
viewers to recognize their assumptions, 
recall an experience and perhaps note 
how societal markers materialize in the 
landscape.  Adams received her BFA from 
the University  of Texas at Austin (2013) 
and her MFA from the University of Chicago 
(2015). Adams’s work has been exhibited at 
The Studio Museum in Harlem ( New York, 
NY) , The Logan Center Exhibitions at The 
University of Chicago (Chicago, IL), Produce 
Model Gallery (Chicago, IL) Tiger Strikes 
Asteroid Gallery (Chicago,IL) and The 
Courtyard Gallery at The University of Texas 
at Austin (Austin, TX).

Antistatic is Anna Pendergrast and Kelly 
Pendergrast, siblings and collaborators 
who work together on issues around 
technology and the environment. Their work 
encompasses research and communications 
for clients, as well as essays, cultural 
criticism, and creative projects. Their writing 
has recently appeared in Real Life magazine, 
Idealog, and the California Review of 

Images and Mark Zuckerberg. Anna lives 
in Wellington, and Kelly is based in San 
Francisco where she also curates Moss 
Index, an experimental film series about 
landscape and non-human vision.

Cassandra Barnett (Raukawa, Pākehā) 
is a writer based in Te Whanganui-a-Tara, 
Aotearoa. With her words she explores the 
bush and the climate, urban indigeneity, 
transcultural parenting, and Māori, 
decolonial and deterritorialising politics and 
aesthetics. Her poetry and short fiction are 
published in Tupuranga (forthcoming 2020), 
Te Whē (forthcoming 2020), Landfall, Black 

Marks on the White Page, RNZ Reading 

Room, Turbine | Kapohau, Brief, OraNui 

and more. Her art essays can be found 
in Te Manu Huna a Tāne (forthcoming 
2020), Pantograph Punch (forthcoming 
2020), Ate Journal of Contemporary Māori 

Art, Counterfutures, South as a State 

of Mind and many other art publications 
and catalogues. Cassandra has a PhD on 
contemporary art criticism in Aotearoa 
(Auckland 2014) and an MA in Creative 
Writing (Victoria 2018). In 2019 she was 
writer in residence at Zealandia, guest editor 
of 4th Floor Literary Journal and a finalist in 
the Pikihuia Māori Literature Awards. She is 
currently working on a speculative novel set 
in the future, in a much-altered Aotearoa.

Kathy Barry is a visual artist based in  
Te Whanganui-a-Tara, Aotearoa. She 
completed her MFA (2004) and BFA (1991) 
at Elam School of Fine Arts, the University 
of Auckland, and a PGDipArts in Art History 
(2001) at Victoria University Wellington. 
Kathy has exhibited in numerous artist-
run spaces, private galleries and public art 
institutions. Recently she collaborated with 
American poet and writer, John Yau, on a 
series of artist books that were exhibited in 
Midway: a Collectif Génération collaboration 
(2017) at Objectspace, Auckland. Kathy was 
commissioned by the 32nd Bienal de São 
Paulo to participate in INCERTEZA VIVA/ 

Live Uncertainty (2016), curated by Lars 
Bang Larsen and Jochen Volz. Her paintings 
were exhibited at MUMA/ Monash University 
Museum of Art, Melbourne in Believe not 

every spirit, but try the spirits; and at Te Uru 
Waitakere Contemporary Gallery, Auckland 
in Homeworld: Kathy Barry and Isobel Thom 
(2015). Kathy was the seventeenth McCahon 
House Artist-in-Residence in 2012, which 
she followed with a residency at the Vermont 
Studio Center in the United States.

CONTRIBUTORS
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Born New Plymouth in 1973 ( Te Atiawa/ 
Taranaki) Ben Buchanan is currently in 
the MFA program at Massey University, 
having previously studied at Elam and Otago 
Polytechnic. His works are held in private 
and public collections. He has exhibited 
widely in New Zealand including “FOREVER” 
2012 at the Dowse Art Museum and 
“Ascending Crescent Variations” at Hamish 
McKay Gallery. He has been involved in 
projects in both Bangalore and Beijing where 
he was awarded residency via Asia/NZ . 
Buchanan’s expansive practice is focussed 
on “abstraction” and “pattern making” and 
how these terms are read in a Western and 
Indigeneous sense.

Heather Christle is the author of four 
poetry collections: The Difficult Farm 

(Octopus Books), The Trees The Trees 

(Octopus Books), What Is Amazing 
(Wesleyan University Press), and Heliopause 
(Wesleyan University Press). Her first 
work of nonfiction, The Crying Book, was 
published in 2019 by Catapult in the US 
and Hanser in Germany. It is also being 
translated into Dutch, Korean, Spanish, 
and Turkish, and adapted for radio by the 
BBC. The Trees The Trees, which won The 
Believer Poetry Award, was adapted into 
a ballet in a collaboration between the 
composer Kyle Vegter and the choreographer 
Robyn Mineko Williams. It premiered in 2019 
at the Pacific Northwest Ballet. Christle’s 
poems and essays have also appeared in 
The Believer, The Guardian, Granta, London 

Review of Books, The New Yorker, and 
Poetry. Before coming to Emory, where 
she is now Assistant Professor of English 
and Creative Writing, she taught at Sarah 
Lawrence College, the University of Texas 
at Austin, and Wittenberg University. She 
has been a writer in residence and faculty 
member at the Juniper Summer Writing 
Institute, and is a contributing  
editor at jubilat.

Fola Fayanjuola is a writer living and  
working in Chicago, IL for now.

Gabrielle Civil is a black feminist 
performance artist, poet, and writer, 
originally from Detroit MI. She is the author 
of the performance memoirs Swallow the 

Fish (2017) and Experiments in Joy (2019), 
now longlisted for The Believer Book Prize 
in Nonfiction. Her writing has appeared 
in “Experiments in Joy: a Workbook,” 
Dancing While Black, Small Axe, Art21, 
Obsidian, Poem-a Day, Bone Bouquet and 
the anthologies Kitchen Table Translation, 
and New Daughters of Africa. A 2019 Rema 
Hort Mann LA Emerging Artist, she teaches 
critical studies and creative writing at the 
California Institute of the Arts. The aim of  
her work is to open up space. 

Bek Coogan is a performance artist, visual 
artist, musician, and is known to combine 
it all, either solo or collaboratively to test 
“what art is”. Most recently described by 
The Audio Foundation (Nowhere Festival, 
AK, 2019), as a ‘Veteran of Counter Culture’  
Bek Coogan has toured, performed and 
exhibited nationally and internationally, has 
a BFA, (Whanganui, 1999), MFA (hons.) 
Massey University (Wgtn 2005). Bek 
vocalizes through a Peavey ‘Rage’ 158 and is 
currently based in Karori, Te Whanganui-a-
Tara, originally from Te Papaioea. “I find my 
self hearing a call and having to answer it, 
(usually I don’t want to). I use persona and 
real life as a tool. Sometimes i am ‘Sheville’, 
it is good when the lines get blurred 
between them. That is where the art is. I 
reckon I have seen more art in real life than 
in art. Sometimes art is like yelling. If I yell 
it is mostly fuelled by an extreme love, or 
extreme rage over something that is trying 
to destroy our love or spirit. I am a cave 
woman from the sky.” (Coogan 21.04. 2020, 
while revisiting a bio from 2009)

Margaret Elliot was born in Whanganui 
and studied at the University of Canterbury. 
Margaret gained a Bachelor in Science in 
1973 and a Diploma of Fine Arts in 1976. 
Margaret has exhibited throughout New 
Zealand in solo and group exhibitions in both 
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public and commercial spaces. She has also 
been awarded most notably the Antarctica 
Fellowship in 1998. For over thirty years 
Margaret has lived on the South coast of 
Wellington. Her paintings are an expression 
of a lifelong fascination with the dramatic 
forms of the land and New Zealand’s varied 
coastlines. Her paintings are constructed 
with an awareness of movement and 
patterns resulting from the forces of  
nature. Margaret has artworks in private  
and public collections both in New Zealand  
and overseas.

John Lake is a photographer/ videographer 
based in Wellington, New Zealand. His work 
is interested in how  various social groups 
construct narratives in order to locate 
themselves within the increasingly fluid 
current social milieu brought about by the 
processes of globalisation. Previous works 
have documented the role of fantasy role 
play in suburban Wellington (The Rise and 

Fall of Western Civilization: Part 1), “tribal” 
politics on the election campaign trail (The 

Candidate), and Up The Punks!, an ongoing 
20 year project archiving the Wellington 
punk scene as an expression of ‘outsider’ 
identity. His work is held in collections of  
The Dowse and The Adam Art Gallery and 
he was the 2013 recipient of an Asia NZ 
residency to Beijing.        

Kerry Ann Lee is a visual artist, designer 
and scholar from Wellington, New Zealand. 
With a background in graphic art, she 
creates installation, print and image-
based works. Lee has been involved with 
a range of communities through public art 
commissions, exhibitions, workshops and 
art education programmes and is known for 
her work with self-published fanzines. As an 
artist of third-generation Cantonese descent 
in New Zealand, Lee’s work has explored 
urban settlement and culture clash occurring 
in the Asia-Pacific region. Lee regularly 
exhibits in New Zealand and internationally, 
and has undertaken artist residencies in 
China, Taiwan, US, Mexico and Australia.

Iván Martínez is an artist and book 
designer based in Mexico City. His current 
work focuses on the development of 
fictitious narratives and speculative 
publications on the aesthetics of rumor 
and its mechanisms of propagation and 
modification. He is the author and designer 
of the publications Megaphone News, The 

Sunken School and Unusual Persecutions. 
He studied graphic design at the UAM 
Xochimilco in Mexico City and attained a 
Masters in Typography at ArtEZ / Werkplaats 
Typografie Arnhem, NL His postgraduate 
studies at the Jan van Eyck Academie 
in Maastricht, NL, 2016–2017. Martínez 
designed the catalog Life in the Folds by 
Carlos Amorales for the Mexican Pavilion  
in the 57th Venice Biennale. In 2017,  
he created the corporate identity of 
“Fun & Fury!” for Cabaret Voltaire in  
Zurich, Switzerland.

Marcus Moore teaches at Whiti o Rehua 
School of Art, College of Creative Arts, 
Massey University, Wellington, Aotearoa  
New Zealand. In 2020 he completed a 
book with Allan Smith surveying models, 
drawings, and structures in the career 
of Paul Cullen, and is currently writing a 
comprehensive history examining cultural 
negotiations of the readymade in New 
Zealand art from 1960 to the present day.  

Rachel O’Neill is a filmmaker, writer 
and artist based in Te Whanganui-a-Tara, 
Aotearoa. Her debut book One Human in 

Height (Hue & Cry Press) was published 
in 2013. She was awarded a 2018 SEED 
Grant (NZWG/NZFC) to develop a feature 
film. In 2019 she held an Emerging Writers 
Residency at the Michael King Writers Centre 
and directed her first short film.

Charlotte Parallel is a New Zealand artist 
based in Koputai Port Chalmers working in 
the fields of sculpture, sound, performance, 
collaboration and site responsive projects. 
Parallel completed her MFA at Otago School 
of Art Dunedin in 2016. She has exhibited 
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throughout New Zealand and internationally,  
including being awarded an AsiaNZ residency 
in Singapore at Instinc Gallery in 2017.

Prison Religion is the collaborative project 
of Richmond Virginia-based audio/visual 
artists Poozy and False Prpht. Working 
together since 2016, the duo have dived 
deep into the space between blown-out 
trap (2016’s Cage With Mirrored Bars) and 
contemporary destructive club music (2018’s 
O Fucc Im On The Wrong Planet). Since 
linking up with Texas-based experimental 
label Halcyon Veil, they’ve connected a 
global crew of like-minded collaborators for 
a remix album including Rabit, Endgame, 
Swan Meat, Lee Gamble and Bonaventure. 
With close ties to Richmond-based NON 
Worldwide, P_R are ushering in a new wave 
of vocal-based club performance. 2019 saw 
the band playing their first shows in Europe 
including performances at CTM Festival, 
Unsound Festival, Le Guess Who? Festival, 
Creepy Teepee Festival and others. The  
band is working on a new album to be 
released in 2020.

Lisi Raskin’s artistic and teaching 
practices have become laboratories where 
the artist deliberately builds bridges 
between politicized subject matter, 
queer ontologies, utopian architecture, 
abstraction, collaborative making, non-
hierarchical interventions into normative 
systems of power, and engaged pedagogy. 
Raskin has exhibited internationally at 
institutions including Kunsthaus Graz, Casino 
Luxembourg, the Frankfurter Kunstverein, 
the Contemporary Art Center, Vilnius, PS1/
MoMA Contemporary Art Center, the Blanton 
Museum of Art, and the Center for Curatorial 
Studies/Hessel Museum at Bard College. 
Raskin is an Associate Professor of Sculpture 
at Rhode Island School of Design and a 
member of the rock band Peebls. With this 
group, she is working on an intersectional 
propaganda album for listeners of all ages.

Radna Rumping (1983, NL)  is an 
independent curator, writer and radio host 
based in Amsterdam. Her work is embedded 
in music culture, contemporary art, 
communality, public space and conditions 
of (in)visibility. She realised exhibitions 
and public programmes at a variety of 
institutions, stimulating new encounters 
between bodies and buildings, artists and 
audiences. In 2015 she co-founded Ja Ja 
Ja Nee Nee Nee, an online radio platform 
dedicated to the arts. She holds a BA in 
Journalism and in 2016-17 was in residence 
at Jan van Eyck Academie, Maastricht, 
where she developed her voice in writing 
and recording. A selection of sound pieces 
and text-based works has been published  
at sofarsoreal.net.

Hannah Salmon is a Whanganui-based 
artist, musician and DIY publisher, who 
produces work under the moniker Daily 
Secretion. The Daily Secretion project is a 
product of an ongoing interest in creative 
activism and the ways in which accessible 
works of art can provoke dialogue around 
the prospect of social change. The output 
takes the form of political zines, illustrative 
and sculptural works that seek to contribute 
to the erosion of heteropatriarchal 
capitalism. Salmon has exhibited work in 
collaborative exhibitions, and distributed 
publications, throughout New Zealand, 
Australia, in Frankfurt and in Mexico city. 
She had her first solo show at Toi Pōneke  
in Wellington, entitled The Modern Alpha  
in 2019.

Nikolai M. Noel (b. 1976, Port of 
Spain, lives in Port of Spain, Trinidad 
and Tobago), and Matthew P. Shelton 
(b. 1982, Danbury, NC, USA, lives in 
Charlottesville, VA, USA) use collaboration 
as a platform from which to speculate 
about the interrelationship of history, 
place, embodiment, and the self from their 
respective positions as a person of color 
from the West Indies and a white American 
man. Using materials that blur the line 
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between the concrete and the metaphoric, 
their collaboration explores questions of 
power, agency, memory, and subjectivity 
through strategies of abstraction and 
representation. Their collaboration manifests 
as an ongoing conversation from their 
remote locations via WhatsApp, punctuated 
by episodes of intense in-residence art 
making and reflection. Their collaborative 
projects have been presented in solo 
exhibitions at the Institute for Contemporary 
Art at Maine College of Art in Portland, ME, 
USA; 1708 Gallery in Richmond, VA, USA; 
Alice Yard in Port of Spain, Trinidad; and at 
Second Street Gallery in Charlottesville,  
VA, USA. 

Julian Smith currently resides in Lawrence 
Kansas. He is an aspiring content creator 
and mulit-media visual artist who shares 
digital content through his Youtube channel 
AT3D. Julian makes interview style vlogs 
and social experiments, trying to expand his 
comfort zone and see what can be learned 
when he interacts with reality a little bit 
differently. In turn, Julian hopes to motivate 
others to expand their comfort zone 
whenever possible.

Vlad Smolkin (1984, Kiev, Ukraine) 
lives and works in Baltimore, Maryland. 
He received his MFA from Virginia
Commonwealth University in 2012 and
his BFA from Boston University in 2006.
Recent solo and two-person exhibitions
include: Coustof Waxman, Brooklyn, NY;
Congregation Beth Shalom Rodfe Zedek,
Chester, CT; Step Sister, New York, NY;
Greenberg Editions, New York, NY; and 
Fountain, Brooklyn, NY. Group exhibitions 
include Unisex Salon, Brooklyn, NY;  
Brennan & Griffin, New York, NY; Carter 
& Citizen Gallery, Los Angeles, CA; MTS 
Gallery, Anchorage, AK; and Proof Gallery, 
Boston, MA. In 2020, Smolkin started 
CPM (Critical Path Method), a gallery in 
Baltimore, MD: www.cpmprogram.com

Murdoch Stephens is an editor at 
Lawrence & Gibson. He is also an author 
and recently published both Critical 

Environmental Communication: How Does 

Critique Respond To The Urgency of Climate 

Change? (Lexington) and Doing Our Bit: 

The Campaign to Double the Refugee Quota 
(BWB Texts).

File under: Non-Fiction Rock; Genre-fluid: 
Mr Sterile Assembly is currently a noisy 
bass and drum duo from Aotearoa New 
Zealand, deep in the South Pacific. Part 
punk, part noise, math rock, free-form 
squall; they are not easy to box, and are 
quite happy about that. Known as much 
for their wordsmithing as for their fierce 
delivery – they have been described as 
“oppressive and delightful both at the 
same time.” (Organ Magazine, UK) 
The duo are also known for their tours,  
taking uncompromising music to venues 
dotted around the planet.

Zhou Junsheng (b. 1989, CN) takes 
photographs. He sees photography as a way 
not limited to photographic representation 
but also embracing forms such as 
photographic installation and action.  
Like the Chinese word for ‘photography’, 
zhao4xiang4, combines the character 
U+7167, meaning ‘illuminate’, ‘reflect’, 
‘mirroring’, etc., and character U+76F8, 
a combination of the character for ‘wood’ 
and ‘eye’, meaning ‘look’, ‘phase’, ‘picking’, 
‘mutual’, etc., their combined semantic 
space corresponds closely to what Junsheng 
does. He attempts to place a surface 
between the Things and the Self, a surface 
in which their looks are jointly reflected. 
Zhou Junsheng was born and grew up in 
Beijing. He currently lives and works in 
between Beijing and Taipei.
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